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INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL CONTACT LIMITS PHONOLOGICAL COMPLEXITY:
EVIDENCE FROM BUNCHED AND RETROFLEX /ɹ/
Jeff Mielke Adam Baker DianaArchangeli
North Carolina State University of North Dakota University of Arizona and
University University of Hong Kong
We compare the complexity of idiosyncratic sound patterns involving American English /ɹ/
with the relative simplicity of clear/dark /l/-allophony patterns found in English and other lan-
guages. For /ɹ/, we report an ultrasound-based articulatory study of twenty-seven speakers of
American English. Two speakers use only retroflex /ɹ/, sixteen use only bunched /ɹ/, and nine use
both /ɹ/ types, with idiosyncratic allophonic distributions. These allophony patterns are covert, be-
cause the difference between bunched and retroflex /ɹ/ is not readily perceived by listeners. We
compare this typology of /ɹ/-allophony patterns to clear/dark /l/-allophony patterns in seventeen
languages. On the basis of the observed patterns, we show that individual-level /ɹ/ allophony and
language-level /l/ allophony exhibit similar phonetic grounding, but that /ɹ/-allophony patterns are
considerably more complex. The low complexity of language-level /l/-allophony patterns, which
are more readily perceived by listeners, is argued to be the result of individual-level contact in the
development of sound patterns. More generally, we argue that familiar phonological patterns
(which are relatively simple and homogeneous within communities) may arise from individual-
level articulatory patterns, which may be complex and speaker-specific, by a process of koineiza-
tion. We conclude that two classic properties of phonological rules, phonetic naturalness and
simplicity, arise from different sources.*
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1. Introduction. The recent history of linguistics has seen phonology become in-
creasingly a laboratory science. While many of the fundamental questions remain the
same (e.g. What is a possible language? Why are some phonological patterns more
common than others? What is the mental representation of these patterns?), the range of
tools available for addressing these questions has increased substantially. The develop-
ment of the sound spectrograph in the mid-twentieth century gave rise to an explosion
of phonetically informed phonological work (Jakobson et al. 1952, Halle 1959, Chom-
sky & Halle 1968, Stevens 1972, et seq.), and phonology has continued to embrace
technological innovations. Laboratory phonology has been brought into the mainstream
by the wider availability of techniques for investigating the phonetic aspects of sound
patterns. The most significant developments in this area are probably the availability of
modern personal computers, digital recording, and open-source software, especially
Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2007), and consequently the ability of virtually any linguist
to study sound patterns acoustically. While the study of speech articulation also has a
long history (Ladefoged 1957, Fromkin & Ladefoged 1966, inter alia), developments in
ultrasound imaging (e.g. MacKay 1977, Stone et al. 1983, Stone 2005) have made it
possible for more linguists to study the articulation of sound patterns. Articulation has
the potential to provide an additional ‘window’ into the nature of phonology, by reveal-
ing details about the organization of sound patterns that are simply unavailable in the
acoustic output. Ultrasound imaging, because it is safe, often portable, and relatively af-
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fordable, enables linguists to study the articulation of more speakers than were previ-
ously practical to study, leading to articulatory studies of linguistic variation.
A particularly good candidate for articulatory variation studies is North American
English /ɹ/, which can be produced by means of completely different tongue postures,
including bunched and retroflex (Delattre & Freeman 1968, et seq.). These different
articulations are well known, as is the observation that the different configurations do
not make a perceptible difference to the listener. That is, in contrast to many other lin-
guistic variables, whether a person is bunching or retroflexing is not apparent just from
listening.
We show, on the basis of ultrasound video of the tongues of twenty-seven native speak-
ers of American English, that speakers who use more than one distinct /ɹ/ tongue posture
typically use each allophone consistently in different contexts, do so in the interest of
articulatory ease, and differ quite a bit from one another in their allophony patterns. Com-
pared to superficially similar sound patterns such as clear/dark /l/ allophony, /ɹ/ al-
lophony appears to be peculiar in that it shows complex speaker-specific allophony
patterns, with different conditioning segments for different syllable positions and differ-
ent segmental contexts. We argue that the relative simplicity of /l/ allophony and other
familiar sound patterns is due to a simplification process akin to koineization, and that /ɹ/
allophony is complex and speaker-specific because the perceptual indistinctness of the
variants prevents idiosyncratic patterns from reaching a stage of conventionalization.
Many aspects of English /ɹ/ production are quite well documented. In §2, we review
the literature on American English /ɹ/ articulation, which addresses the range of tongue
postures used, phonetic conditions on their use, and mechanisms by which multiple
tongue postures can achieve essentially the same acoustic output. Comparatively less is
known about the nature of individual allophony patterns, and how phonetically moti-
vated constraints on /ɹ/ tongue posture interact with each other. We address /ɹ/ allophony
with the first articulatory study of American English /ɹ/ to involve a large number of
speakers producing multiple repetitions of words with /ɹ/ in a wide range of segmental
contexts, large enough to assemble a typology of individual /ɹ/-allophony patterns (§3).
While a major goal of this work is to document /ɹ/ allophony in more detail, another goal
is to investigate how the patterns are manifested in individuals, that is, the phonological
nature of /ɹ/ allophony.
In §4 we report a survey of documented cases of /l/ allophony and contrast them with
English /ɹ/ allophony. Allophonic variation between bunched and retroflex /ɹ/ is similar
in many ways to allophonic variation between clear and dark /l/. Both sets of phenomena
show similar ranges of phonetically motivated segmental and prosodic conditioning. In
§5, we discuss the differences and their implications for phonology. Chief among the dif-
ferences is that contact-induced convergence and simplification cannot occur in cases of
covert allophony, and we argue that this results in the complex, phonetically motivated
idiosyncratic patterns we observe.
2. Tongue postures for american english /ɹ/. Delattre and Freeman (1968) de-
scribed eight tongue postures for /ɹ/ based on x-ray tracings, shown in Figure 1. The
tongue postures can be grouped into a few categories. Types 1 and 2 are the tongue pos-
tures used for postvocalic /ɹ/ in r-less dialects (e.g. varieties spoken in Southern Britain
and Eastern New England).1 Types 3 and 4 involve a dorsal constriction, and types 5
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1 Throughout this article we use /ɹ/ as the default transcription for the approximant R of American English.
We choose ‘ɹ’ because it is a simpler symbol than ‘ɻ’, and not to suggest an implicit analysis of /ɹ/ allophony
with [ɹ] as the default allophone. Where they need to be distinguished in transcriptions, we use [ɹ] and [ɻ], and
and 6 involve tongue-blade raising. Types 7 and 8 are the retroflex tongue shapes. De-
lattre and Freeman, as well as Tiede and colleagues (2004), report finding types 2–7 in
American English, but not in British English. Delattre and Freeman found types 1 and 8
almost exclusively in British English.2 Most ways of producing /ɹ/ involve constrictions
in the pharynx and the palatal vault, and a lip constriction often is present as well, espe-
cially in onset position. The r-less types 1 and 2 lack a palatal constriction, and type 2
also lacks a pharyngeal constriction, as does type 8.
Delattre and Freeman’s study laid groundwork for the understanding of articulatory
variation in English /ɹ/, but the eight x-ray tracings in Fig. 1 are exemplars of categories
and not clearly useful as prototypes. It is easy to overinterpret them. For example, the
angle of the tongue tip is a very salient difference between the prototypes for 7 and 8, but
the crucial difference that these two tracings were meant to demonstrate is the pharyn-
geal constriction that is present in (American) type 7 and absent in (British) type 8. We
do not expect these eight examples to exhaustively represent the range of tongue shapes
used for English /ɹ/ (see also Westbury et al. 1998:221), and certainly the timing of the
gestures involved is not represented by these snapshots. In a study of Canadian English,
Campbell and colleagues (2010) found that the timing of these constrictions in prevocalic
/ɹ/ is front to back (labial, palatal, then pharyngeal), while in postvocalic /ɹ/ the pharyn-
geal and labial constrictions are simultaneous and followed by the palatal constriction.
Much of the work on /ɹ/ has been cast in terms of two /ɹ/ types, broadly described as
bunched and retroflex. Many individuals do indeed exhibit clearly categorical variation
between tip-down (types 3–4) and tip-up (types 7–8) /ɹ/ types. The status of blade-up
(as opposed to tip-up/retroflex) /ɹ/s with respect to these two categories is unclear, if
such a status is even relevant. Hagiwara (1995) proposes that blade-up /ɹ/ (types 5–6) is
more similar to bunched than to retroflex, and others have associated it with retroflex /ɹ/
because they both involve tip/blade raising. We review the literature on intraspeaker
variation in terms of a binary distinction, and revisit the necessarily speaker-specific na-
ture of the distinction below in §3.
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in our phonological analysis we argue that [ɻ] is the default (if not most frequent) allophone for most speakers
with variation between the two.
2 Delattre and Freeman’s images have been flipped horizontally to conform with conventions for the orien-
tation of midsagittal ultrasound images of the vocal tract.
Figure 1. The Delattre and Freeman /ɹ/ taxonomy (Delattre & Freeman 1968:41),
printed with the permission of Walter de Gruyter GmbH. Copyright 2009.
2.1. Reported /ɹ/-allophony patterns. While some speakers either bunch or
retroflex exclusively, intraspeaker variation in /ɹ/ tongue shape is well documented.
These studies show that /ɹ/ is more likely to be retroflex when it is prevocalic, in the
context of back and/or low vowels, or not in the context of lingual consonants.
Delattre and Freeman’s cineradiographic study included three British and forty-three
American English speakers pooled within regions and within broad segmental and
prosodic contexts. Each speaker produced thirty-two words, and the most salient differ-
ence observed in them is between prevocalic and postvocalic contexts. All groups of
speakers who produced any retroflex /ɹ/s have higher rates of retroflexion prevocalically
than postvocalically. An earlier palatography study by Uldall (1958), based on her own
speech, found that syllabic /ɹ/ was bunched, and /ɹ/ was retroflex when in prevocalic po-
sition or in postvocalic position next to a coronal consonant. Together, these works sug-
gest a preference for retroflexion in prevocalic position over postvocalic position.
Delattre and Freeman (1968:60–61) further observe that consonant place of articula-
tion affects retroflexion rate, specifically that a preceding consonant interferes with
retroflexion differently depending on its place of articulation. They report that labials
interfere the least and velars interfere the most. Westbury and colleagues (1998) report
a large-scale study of inter- and intraspeaker variation in /ɹ/ production, using point-
tracking data from five /ɹ/-containing words in the X-ray Microbeam Speech Produc-
tion Database (XRMB-SPD; Westbury 1994). Their fifty-three speakers produced
multiple repetitions of the words row, across, problem, street, and right. Angles be-
tween the pellets used to track points on the tongue were measured in order to deter-
mine the angle of the tongue blade, which is positive for retroflex tongue postures and
negative for bunched ones.3 The word row shows the most variation and the most
retroflexion, and street shows the least. Speakers who retroflex in row invariably show
a lower degree of retroflexion in street, and speakers with extreme bunched tongue
shapes in row also show less extreme bunching in street. The lack of retroflexion is in-
terpreted as a consequence of the coronal cluster (and the high front vowel), which
places more constraints on the tongue-tip position and angle. The /ɹ/ in across has a
more bunched shape than row for forty-five of fifty-two speakers. A similar reduction in
retroflexion is seen in problem, compared with row, but the magnitude of the difference
is smaller. The /ɹ/s in right and row are very similar to each other. Like Delattre and
Freeman, Westbury and colleagues (1998:222) conclude that the tongue is freer to
retroflex or to make an extreme bunching posture when /ɹ/ is next to a labial or when
there is no consonant present (i.e. in word-initial position). They also observe that the
presence of a labial consonant is nevertheless more constraining than the absence of
any consonant. Westbury and colleagues (1998) looked for, but did not find, an effect of
oral-cavity size on tongue-blade angle during /ɹ/ production.
Espy-Wilson and Boyce (1994) report point-tracking data produced with electromag-
netic midsagittal articulometry (EMMA) from one speaker who bunches next to velars
and retroflexes elsewhere. Guenther and colleagues (1999) report EMMA data from
seven speakers producing the nonsense words /waɹav/, /wabɹav/, /wavɹav/, /wadɹav/,
and /waɡɹav/. Two speakers have essentially bunched tongue shapes for all five words,
two have essentially retroflex tongue shapes, and three have variation between the two
categories. One of these speakers bunches in /waɡɹav/ and retroflexes elsewhere, and
two bunch in /waɡɹav/ and /wadɹav/ and retroflex elsewhere. These results are consis-
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3 Westbury and colleagues (1998) report the angles and do not directly categorize the /ɹ/ productions; we
have reinterpreted the positive angles as retroflex and the negative ones as bunched.
tent with Delattre and Freeman’s generalizations involving the relative effects of labi-
als, coronals, and velars, with /ɹ/ next to labials patterning similarly to /ɹ/ that is not in a
consonant cluster. Similarly, Tiede and colleagues (2011) report that one speaker
retroflexes in /aɹda/ but not /aɹa/ or /aɹɡa/. Aside from Uldall’s (1958) self-reported pat-
tern, no other studies have shown retroflexion to be favored by coronals. It is possible
that Uldall was actually observing bunched /ɹ/ with increased blade raising (due to the
coronal consonants). Palatography does not reveal other indicators of bunching (such as
dorsum concavity) that are useful for making this distinction based on midsagittal im-
ages, where it is still a difficult distinction to make for many speakers. Together, these
studies suggest a preference for retroflexion in /ɹ/ adjacent to labial consonants and for
bunching in /ɹ/ adjacent to dorsal consonants. They also suggest a preference for
retroflexion in word-initial position, but bunching in consonant clusters.
The effect of vowel context was first rigorously investigated by Ong and Stone (1998),
who used ultrasound to examine the effect of vowel context on one speaker who pro-
duced bunched and retroflex /ɹ/, as part of a larger study involving MRI and elec-
tropalatography. In intervocalic context, the speaker produced bunched /ɹ/ when the
flanking (identical) vowels were front /i ɪ e ɛ æ/, and retroflex /ɹ/ when the vowels were
back /u ʊ o ɔ ʌ ɑ/. Tiede and colleagues (2011) report data from four speakers who pro-
duced /aɹa/, /iɹi/, and /uɹu/ sequences. This study investigated the effects of an appliance
designed to affect /ɹ/ tongue posture. In the baseline condition (before the appliance was
inserted), two speakers exclusively bunched, a third speaker retroflexed nine out of ten
times in /aɹa/ and one out of ten times in /uɹu/ and otherwise bunched, and the fourth
speaker retroflexed one out of ten times in /uɹu/ and bunched otherwise. These results are
consistent with Ong and Stone’s findings, in that retroflexion is observed with back vow-
els, and they also suggest that /a/ is more conducive to retroflexion than /u/.
Hagiwara’s (1995) investigation of /ɹ/ included a probe-contact study of fifteen
speakers in California. Subjects produced initial, syllabic, and final /ɹ/. Tongue shape
was assessed by inserting a cotton swab between the teeth and determining whether it
contacted the tongue blade (suggesting bunched /ɹ/), the tongue tip (suggesting blade-
raising /ɹ/), or the underside of the tongue (suggesting retroflex /ɹ/). Hagiwara reported
that nine speakers produced retroflex /ɹ/ exclusively, five produced blade-raising /ɹ/
word-initially and bunched /ɹ/ elsewhere, and one had the exact opposite pattern. There
was little or no variability within each context. These results are somewhat surprising
for both the high frequency of retroflexion and the complete lack of observed variation
between vowel context /i/ vs. /ɑ/ and /æ/, both initially and finally.
Table 1 summarizes the findings involving contexts that are favorable to /ɹ/ retroflex-
ion. Retroflexion has been reported to be more frequent in strong prosodic positions, par-
ticularly the syllable onset (Uldall 1958, Delattre & Freeman 1968). Retroflexion is most
frequent when /ɹ/ is not in a consonant cluster, and if it is in a cluster, retroflexion is most
frequent with labials, followed by coronals and then by dorsals (Delattre & Freeman
1968, Espy-Wilson & Boyce 1994, Westbury et al. 1998, Guenther et al. 1999), although
findings concerning the relationship between coronals and dorsals are not very consis-
tent. Finally, although the data on the effect of vowel context are sparse, retroflexion ap-
pears to be favored by back and perhaps also low vowels (Ong & Stone 1998, Tiede et al.
2011).4 Figure 2 shows the rates of retroflexion found in different contexts by previous
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4 See also Lindau 1985 for an acoustic study of American English /ɹ/ and several other kinds of rhotic
sounds. Several other articulatory studies do not bear directly on intraspeaker variation (Zawadski & Kuehn
1980, Kent 1985, Narayanan et al. 1997, Zhou et al. 2008). See also Shriberg and Kent’s (1995) discussion.
studies. Segmental contexts have been adapted somewhat to be comparable with each
other and with the results from the experiment in the next section.5
2.2. Acoustic/perceptual similarity. Whatever way it is articulated, American
English /ɹ/ is characterized by low F1, low F2, and extremely low F3 (Delattre & Free-
man 1968, Narayanan et al. 1997, Boyce & Espy-Wilson 1997, Westbury et al. 1998). It
has not, to our knowledge, been proposed in the literature that the different /ɹ/ tongue
postures are perceptibly different. Delattre and Freeman (1968) report that syllable po-
sition and constriction degree (as estimated from lateral x-ray images) both impact the
acoustic properties of /ɹ/, but they found no acoustic consequences of particular tongue
postures, consistent with subsequent studies (Westbury et al. 1998, Guenther et al.
1999). Lehiste (1962) reported that initial and ‘initial-like’ allophones of /ɹ/ in other
contexts have lower F1, F2, and F3 than other /ɹ/ allophones. Zawadski and Kuehn
(1980) report that prevocalic /ɹ/ involves more lip rounding and tongue-body advance-
ment, and less grooving of the tongue dorsum, that postvocalic /ɹ/ seems like the second
part of a diphthong, and that syllabic /ɹ/ is similar to postvocalic /ɹ/. See Espy-Wilson et
al. 2000 for further discussion.
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5 M = this study (n = 27); {Ds Dm Dn Dp Dy} = Delattre & Freeman 1968 South (n = 5), Midwest (n = 10),
New England (n = 5), Pacific (n = 20), New York (n = 3); W = Westbury et al. 1998 (n = 53; rates estimated
to reflect apparent ordinal ranking); U = Uldall 1958 (n = 1); {Ha Hb} = Hagiwara 1995 (n = 9, 6); {T3 T1
T2} = Tiede et al. 2011 (n = 1, 1, 2); OS = Ong & Stone 1998 (n = 1); SK = Shriberg & Kent 1995 (n = ?); EB
= Espy-Wilson & Boyce 1994 (n = 1); {Ga Gb Gc Gd} = Guenther et al. 1999 (n = 2, 1, 2, 2); {Za Zb} = Zhou
et al. 2008 (n = 1, 1). For Uldall 1958, /#ɹɑ #ɹo #ɹi/ represent the ‘Initial’ category, /ɑɹt oɹt ɑɹtʃ oɹtʃ/ represent
the ‘Final with s,S,c,d’ category, and /ɑɹ# oɹ# ɑɹp oɹp ɑɹf oɹf ɑɹk oɹk ir#/ represent the ‘Final other’ category.
The syllabic category is not included. For Delattre & Freeman 1968, /#ɹɑ #ɹo #ɹi/ represent the words in the
‘Initial’ category, /pɹɑ kɹɑ kɹo tɹɑ kɹi/ represent the words in the ‘Postconsonantal category’, /ɑɹp ɑɹt ɑɹk/
represent the words in the ‘Preconsonantal’ category, and /ɑɹ# oɹ#/ represent the words in the ‘Final’ category.
The ‘Intervocalic pre-stress’ and ‘Intervocalic post-stress’ categories are not included. For Hagiwara 1995,
/#ɹɑ/ represents rap, and the syllabic category is not included. For Tiede et al. 2011, /#ɹɑ/ = /aɹa/, /#ɹo/ =
/uɹu/, and /#ɹi/ = /iɹi/. For Ong & Stone 1998, /#ɹɑ/ and /#ɹo/ represent /uɹu ʊɹʊ oɹo ɔɹɔ ʌɹʌ aɹa æɹæ/ and /#ɹi/
represents /iɹi ɪɹɪ eɹe ɛɹɛ/. For Westbury et al. 1998, /#ɹɑ/ = right, /#ɹo/ = row, /pɹɑ/ = problem, /kɹɑ/ = across,
/tɹi/ = street. For Shriberg & Kent 1995, /pɹɑ/ and /pɹi/ represent /pɹV/ with low-back and high-front vowels,
respectively. For Espy-Wilson & Boyce 1994, Guenther et al. 1999, and Zhou et al. 2008, /#ɹɑ/ = /waɹav/,
/pɹɑ/ represents /wabɹav/ and /wavɹav/, /kɹɑ/ = /waɡɹav/, and /tɹɑ/ = /wadɹav/.
study type subj. words favors retroflexion
syllable position: prevocalic > postvocalic
Delattre & Freeman 1968 x-ray 46 32 pre-V > post-V
Uldall 1958 palatography 1 N/A pre-V > post-V > syl
Hagiwara 1995 probe-contact 15 6 pre-V > post-V (blade)
clusters: word-initial > onset cluster
Westbury et al. 1998 microbeam 53 5 # > lab > dor > /stɹi/
Guenther et al. 1999 EMMA 7 5 #, lab > cor > dor
adjacent consonant: labial > dorsal
Delattre & Freeman 1968 x-ray 46 32 lab > cor > dor
Westbury et al. 1998 microbeam 53 5 # > lab > dor > /stɹi/
Guenther et al. 1999 EMMA 7 5 #, lab > cor > dor
Espy-Wilson & Boyce 1994 EMMA 1 N/A other > dor
Tiede et al. 2011 MRI 4 3–5 cor > other contexts
Uldall 1958 palatography 1 N/A cor > other Cs
adjacent vowel: back/low > front
Ong & Stone 1998 ultrasound 1 11 back > front
Tiede et al. 2011 MRI 4 3–5 /a/ > /u i/
Table 1. Findings from previous studies on /ɹ/ allophony.
Espy-Wilson and Boyce (1994) report that F3 and F4 are closer together in bunched
/ɹ/ than in retroflex /ɹ/ for a speaker who bunches next to velars and retroflexes else-
where. More recently, Zhou and colleagues (2008) argue on the basis of three speakers
who produce bunched /ɹ/ and three speakers who produce retroflex /ɹ/ that a consistent
acoustic difference between the two is that F4 and F5 are farther apart in retroflex /ɹ/
than in bunched /ɹ/. Based on acoustic modeling, Zhou and colleagues (2008:4478)
conclude that F3, F4, and F5 are all back-cavity resonances in bunched and retroflex /ɹ/,
but that these are half-wavelength resonances for retroflex /ɹ/ and quarter-wavelength
resonances for bunched /ɹ/. The significance of this result is that the bunched and
retroflex /ɹ/s observed by Zhou and colleagues are not simply two different ways to
make the same vocal-tract shape, but rather they involve distinct vocal-tract shapes that
produce similar acoustic consequences by different mechanisms, and both are distinct
from Stevens’s (1999) sublingual-resonance account of /ɹ/’s low F3. See Zhou 2009 for
a more detailed discussion of acoustic modeling of /ɹ/ and /l/.
These studies indicate that F4 and F5 provide potential acoustic cues to /ɹ/ tongue
shape, and the modeling suggests that these differences could be stable across a popula-
tion of speakers. Espy-Wilson and Boyce’s findings involving F3 and F4 were not repli-
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Figure 2. Retroflexion rates for prevocalic and postvocalic /ɹ/ reported in the literature. Gray indicates










cated, suggesting that this may be an idiosyncratic acoustic difference. Differences in-
volving F4 and F5, even if stable, may not contribute to listeners’ ability to distinguish
/ɹ/ allophones, because, as Zhou and colleagues (2008:4467) observe, ‘the process of
speech perception appears to largely depend on the pattern of the first three formants’.6
Differences involving F3 are more likely to be detected by listeners, but if they vary be-
tween individuals, they do not provide reliable cues about tongue shape to a language
learner. A perception study by Twist and colleagues (2007) indicates that subjects are
mildly successful with distinguishing prevocalic and postvocalic /ɹ/s, but dismal at dis-
tinguishing bunched and retroflex /ɹ/s, consistent with previous findings that the
acoustic properties of /ɹ/ are more greatly affected by syllable position.
It is possible that speakers can detect acoustic differences between bunched and
retroflex /ɹ/s, and it would be valuable to explore whether listeners make use of intrin-
sic acoustic differences between /ɹ/ types or their coarticulatory effects, perhaps for pur-
poses of speaker identification. Nevertheless, the information that is available to us
from the research that has been conducted on the acoustic differences between /ɹ/ types
and their perceptibility leads us to believe that speakers are not sensitive to each other’s
/ɹ/-allophony patterns. This contrasts with other rhotics that have been studied articula-
torily, such as French /ʀ/ (Delattre 1969), where aerodynamics and the perceptibility of
deviations limit articulatory variation, and Scottish English and Dutch /r/ (Scobbie et al.
2006), which show considerable perceptible variation.
Any regional variation in English /ɹ/ tongue shape would suggest either that the dif-
ference between /ɹ/ allophones can be perceived, or that /ɹ/ allophony is being condi-
tioned by some other (regionally varying) variable, which is itself perceptible. r-less
varieties of English such as those found in Southern England and the northeastern
United States are expected to differ articulatorily from r-ful varieties, but differences
among r-ful American English varieties are surprising. Delattre and Freeman (1968) in-
tended their study as a first attempt at mapping dialect variation in /ɹ/ tongue shape, to
be further investigated by follow-up dialectology work on /ɹ/ tongue posture, which to
our knowledge has not occurred. They were very cautious about interpreting their ap-
parent regional differences. Some of their observations (such as the observation that
type 4 is not used by women) have been contradicted by subsequent research, and oth-
ers remain to be tested.
One reason why the large-scale dialect studies have not been conducted is that find-
ing statistically significant tongue-shape variation between varieties whose /ɹ/s sound
the same seems very unlikely. Further, the subsequent studies, which have involved
large numbers of speakers, have not found further evidence of dialect variation. West-
bury and colleagues (1998:224) comment that:
[t]ongue shapes for /ɹ/ produced by the 28 sons and daughters of Wisconsin in the study sample, whom
we might expect to speak the same dialect, were not distributed in any plane slice, through any of the
shape spaces considered, in a way that was especially different from the distribution of tongue shapes of
11 (of the remaining 25) speakers who were neither Wisconsinites, nor Upper Midwesterners.
Tongue-shape variation could occur due to other types of variation that impact /ɹ/, or
due to the impact of /ɹ/ tongue shape on the production of adjacent sounds. For exam-
ple, we have previously discussed potential consequences of /ɹ/ tongue posture on the
centroid frequency of a nearby sibilant in /stɹ/ clusters (Mielke et al. 2010, Baker et al.
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6 For example, Warner and colleagues (2009) found only a very small perceptual effect of a large (1000 Hz)
dip in F4 in a perceptual study of English flaps.
2011). But for the most part the relationships between /ɹ/ variants and the acoustic prop-
erties of adjacent sounds have not been worked out. We return to the topic of looking
for dialect variation in the discussion.
2.3. Reasons for articulatory variability. Because of the wide variety of /ɹ/
tongue postures that may be used to achieve similar acoustic results, English /ɹ/ has
been used as a laboratory for studying articulatory trading relations. Since such a large
region of articulatory space maps onto such a small region of acoustic space, /ɹ/ al-
lophony is potentially very informative about how and why speakers select between al-
ternative articulations. Bunching is favored in contexts involving dorsal consonants and
high front vowels, both of which, like bunched /ɹ/, are produced with a bunched tongue
shape and a dorsal constriction. The preference for bunching in this context appears to
be due to articulatory similarity between the /ɹ/ type and the segmental context.
Guenther and colleagues (1999) argue that articulatory variability serves the function
of reducing acoustic variability. Low F3, the most important cue to /ɹ/, can be achieved
by increasing the palatal-constriction length, by increasing the front-cavity length, and
by decreasing the constriction area. Since the acoustic cue can be enhanced by changing
the vocal-tract shape in three different ways, speakers can exploit trading relations be-
tween them. If the phonetic context makes one of these more difficult, acoustic stability
can be achieved by enhancing the others. For example, a velar stop requires the tongue
body to be high, and requires a speaker to manipulate the other two options in order to
achieve the right acoustic target. In their EMMA study, Guenther and colleagues found
that all seven speakers showed the expected positive correlation between tongue-back
height and tongue-front horizontal position. Five of these also showed the expected
negative correlation between tongue-back height and tongue-front height. This includes
three subjects with bunched vs. retroflex variation and two subjects with only bunched
tongue shapes. One of the retroflexers instead showed the expected positive correlation
between tongue-front horizontal position and tongue-front height. The other retroflexer
only showed the first expected correlation. They observe that the /ɹ/ tongue postures re-
semble the tongue postures required for adjacent sounds. For example, the tongue shape
used for /ɡ/ is very similar to the tongue shape used for /ɹ/ in that context.
Matthies and colleagues (2008) found that postlingually deaf individuals exhibit
more acoustic variability in /ɹ/s across segmental contexts, but that one year with audi-
tory feedback from cochlear implants decreases the variability significantly. This indi-
cates that auditory feedback is necessary in order to produce an /ɹ/ that is acoustically
stable across contexts. Tiede and colleagues (2011) found that speakers adjust their
tongue posture in response to an appliance that disrupts normal /ɹ/ production. After in-
sertion of a palatal prosthesis that effectively increased the size of the alveolar ridge by
6 mm, three of four subjects responded by increasing their rate of retroflexion in the
same segmental contexts, including one subject who did not produce any retroflex /ɹ/s
prior to insertion of the appliance. Derrick and Gick (2008, 2011) showed that English
speakers vary between upward and downward flap and tap gestures depending on
where the tongue tip needs to be for neighboring sounds, and speakers change their
strategies in response to recent speech errors.
While a lot is known about the effect of prosodic position on the choice of /ɹ/ tongue
posture, and how and why certain consonants affect /ɹ/ choice, less is known about the
role of vowels and about how the different factors interact. Studies that show that front
vowels are more favorable to bunching and back vowels are more favorable to retroflex-
ion are based on a small number of subjects. While this pattern would be consistent with
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an articulatory explanation, other studies apparently show no effect of vowel context. It
is clear from several studies that lingual consonants inhibit retroflex /ɹ/ production, but
less is known about the relative effects of coronal and dorsal consonants, and the effect
of a labial consonant as opposed to the absence of a consonant. Since most of the studies
reported only a small range of contexts, little is known about how the different factors in-
teract with each other (i.e. if linguals and front vowels favor bunching, what happens be-
tween a lingual and a back vowel or between a labial and a front vowel?), and since most
of the studies investigated a small number of contexts or a small number of subjects or
pooled the results, little is known about individual /ɹ/-allophony patterns. In order to in-
vestigate these areas further, we conducted an ultrasound study of /ɹ/ tongue postures for
a group of American English speakers.
3. Experiment. The experiment was designed to explore the tongue postures used by
individuals across a range of phonological contexts and across multiple repetitions. Ul-
trasound is useful for this purpose because it is safe and noninvasive, enabling the rapid
acquisition of a large amount of articulatory data from a large number of subjects. Each
subject read 441 words with /ɹ/s or /ɚ/, plus filler words, an activity that took about
twenty minutes.
3.1. Methods. Ultrasound video, camera video, and audio recordings were gener-
ated while subjects produced English words. Monosyllabic real-word stimuli were
elicited in the carrier phrase ‘Please say __ again’. Stimuli were selected so that /ɹ/s oc-
curred before or after one of the three vowels /ɑ o i/; some /ɹ/s were in word-initial or
word-final position, while others were separated from the word edge by one of the con-
sonants /p t k f tʃ ʃ θ l/. /o/ was used instead of /u/ because American English /u/ is often
fronted, with a tongue posture not very different from that of /i/. Three words were se-
lected for each of the phonotactically permissible contexts involving these segments,
with the exception of the six word-initial and word-final contexts, which had five words
each, and /ʃɹɑ/, /ʃɹo/, and /oɹl/, which had two words each, due to a lack of words. No
/iɹC#/ contexts were included, due to phonotactic restrictions. Words with syllabic /ɹ/
(/ɚ/) are reported in Appendix A and not discussed further. In all, 147 target words and
thirty-three filler words were repeated by the subjects three times. The stimuli are listed
in Appendix B.
Twenty-seven native speakers of American English whose tongues were easily im-
aged by ultrasound participated in the study.7 All were University of Arizona under-
graduate students aged eighteen to twenty-four (fifteen females and twelve males).
Their information is given in Table 2, along with a preliminary categorization of their
/ɹ/ productions.8
A SonoSite TITAN portable ultrasound unit was used to generate real-time ultra-
sound video of the tongue at a rate of twenty-eight scans per second, output as 29.97 fps
NTSC video.9 Audio recordings were created using a condenser microphone mounted
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7 One additional participant was excluded due to poor imaging.
8 Note that some of our /ɑ/ words actually include /ɔ/ for speakers who have a contrast between /ɑ/ and /ɔ/.
Eight participants have lived in places where a phonemic contrast between /ɑ/ and /ɔ/ is expected: r18, r22,
r31 (bunched); r01, r17, r27 (variable); and r13, r30 (retroflex). It is conceivable that some of the variability
in r01’s, r17’s, and r27’s words with /ɑ/ could be accounted for by a vowel difference.
9 A two-dimensional (B-mode) ultrasound image made with a convex array transducer is generated by
scanning radially. In this experiment, the transducer was oriented so that each scan started at the most anterior
(right) edge of the image. When a scan completes, the information on the right edge of the image is 35.7 ms
old. A video frame is generated every 33.4ms, so there is a small amount of overlap between consecutive
images: the oldest part of each image (a thin slice that is just ahead of the current scan, that is, 2.3 ms worth
close to the subject’s mouth, and video of the subject’s head in profile was created using
a camcorder.
3.2. Data analysis. Each /ɹ/ token was coded for tongue posture. The purpose of
this classification is to establish whether each speaker had a categorical split between
tip/blade-up /ɹ/ and tip/blade-down /ɹ/, and if so, to determine the contexts for each
variant. An assortment of qualitative and quantitative techniques were used in order to
ensure that this classification was performed properly for each speaker. Following
Westbury and colleagues (1998), we did not expect each speaker’s /ɹ/s to fall neatly into
Delattre and Freeman’s categories, but we used their templates as a tool for an initial
classification. While we expect gradient variability across contexts, the best motivation
behind our expectation that a speaker’s productions of /ɹ/ could fall into one or both of
the tip-up and tip-down categories is Zhou and colleague’s (2008) finding of two differ-
ent modes of achieving the low F3, associated with bunched and retroflex speakers.
Having said this, we have no reason to rule out the possibility of three or more distinct
categories, or speakers with substantial articulatory variation that is not amenable to
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of scanning, or about 5% of the image) is the same as the newest part of the previous image. Whenever a
video frame is created while the scan line is passing through a fast-moving part of the tongue, the scan line is
visible as a ‘seam’ between the old and new parts of the image. This is a concern for studies requiring precise
timing information involving different places in the ultrasound images, but mostly inconsequential for this
study, because the gestures involved in /ɹ/ production are typically much longer than 33 ms and span multiple
video frames.
code age sex places other languages /ɹ/ coding
r03 18 F AZ, HI, Japan bunched
r05 18 F AZ, Mexico Spanish bunched
r07 24 M AZ ASL bunched
r11 18 M AZ bunched
r15 22 F AZ bunched
r16 20 M AZ bunched
r18 18 F AZ, MI bunched
r20 18 F ID bunched
r21 18 F AZ Urdu bunched
r22 18 M CA, SD, WA French bunched
r23 21 M AZ, ME bunched
r25 18 M CA bunched
r26 20 M AZ bunched
r28 18 F AZ, SD bunched
r29 19 M AZ bunched
r31 18 F NJ bunched
r01 19 F IN bunched & retroflex
r04 18 F WA, CA bunched & retroflex
r06 18 F CA bunched & retroflex
r08 18 F AZ Navajo bunched & retroflex
r10 19 M AZ bunched & retroflex
r17 18 M AZ, WI bunched & retroflex
r19 21 M AZ Spanish bunched & retroflex
r27 19 M AZ, IA bunched & retroflex
r32 18 F AZ, NM bunched & retroflex
r13 18 F WI Kannada, Telugu bunched & retroflex
r30 19 F GA, Germany German bunched & retroflex
Table 2. The twenty-seven subjects, divided into three categories according to observed tongue postures.
categorization. We report the variability we found, and discuss what posed the greatest
challenge to these methods.
We are primarily interested in a categorical distinction between /ɹ/ types that are pro-
duced with increased raising of the tongue tip or blade relative to other /ɹ/s produced by
the same speaker, and this necessarily boils down to intraspeaker comparisons. Delattre
and Freeman’s eight /ɹ/ types are examples of the range of variation in their sample of
speakers, rather than prototypes for studying intraspeaker variation. However, a speaker
who only produces /ɹ/s resembling types 1–4 is easy to label as ‘bunched’, and a
speaker who only produces /ɹ/s resembling types 7–8 is easy to label as ‘retroflex’. The
primary feature of an /ɹ/ for our purposes is the angle of the tongue blade; secondarily,
we used features that are often observed in tip-down bunched /ɹ/s, such as tongue-dor-
sum concavity. The biggest challenges to binary classification are tongue shapes with
intermediate tongue-blade angles, such as those shown in Delattre and Freeman’s types
5–6, or /ɹ/s produced next to a coronal consonant. For a speaker producing /ɹ/s like
these, our focus shifted to whether that speaker produced other /ɹ/s with a more clearly
bunched or more clearly retroflex tongue posture.
For the initial classification, a video frame was selected at the peak of the /ɹ/ gesture
(based on the movement of the tongue root, tongue body or tip, and the lips). The ges-
tures identifiable as /ɹ/ typically spanned at least two frames. While it was helpful to be
able to focus on one representative frame per token, inspecting the preceding and fol-
lowing frames was crucial for the analysis of many of the speakers’ productions. Each
token was labeled as bunched, retroflex, or ambiguous. Speakers who produced /ɹ/ con-
sistently and unambiguously with the same type of tongue shape required no further
analysis. /ɹ/s that were initially classified as ambiguous were subsequently grouped
with a category with the help of quantitative techniques described below.
In ultrasound images of the tongue, the tongue appears as a dark region, bordered on
the top by a lighter region resulting from the scattering of ultrasound waves at the
tongue-air interface. This dark-light contrast is often enhanced by image filtering. Typ-
ically, the process of finding midsagittal tongue contours in midsagittal ultrasound im-
ages involves identifying the lower edge of the white region. In some cases it is more
complicated than this. For instance, the tongue is deeply grooved during bunched /ɹ/,
and the vocal-tract slice imaged by ultrasound is about 5 mm thick. Slight deviations
from the midsagittal plane (by either the transducer or the tongue) can result in images
showing both the midsagittal groove and one of the sides of the tongue. The researcher
chooses the correct edge to interpret in this situation. Ultrasound frames that are am-
biguous on their own can often be interpreted by consulting preceding and following
frames and narrowing down the range of possible tongue surfaces by considering
tongue motion. Consulting adjacent frames is also relevant for locating the tongue tip,
which sometimes appears as the most anterior point in the apparent tongue contour, and
other times is cut off due to a sublingual air pocket or the shadow of the mandible.
When the tongue tip is obscured, the angle of the tongue blade is often still apparent in
the image itself, and its orientation is often revealed in movement into and out of the /ɹ/
gesture. See Stone 2005 for an excellent guide to the process of interpreting ultrasound
images of the tongue.
A further set of quantitative techniques was used to help validate template matching.
EigenTongues decomposition (Hueber et al. 2007) was used to directly quantify differ-
ences between bunched and retroflex tongue shapes in different contexts. The way we
have applied this method for speech analysis is described in detail by Carignan and col-
leagues (2016), and the basic implication here is that it is an extra tool to enhance the re-
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searcher’s ability to categorize tokens of /ɹ/. Template matching has been widely used
in the study of American English /ɹ/, and this quantitative component provides a link
between qualitative ultrasound studies and past and future quantitative approaches that
seek to go beyond template matching.
EigenTongues decomposition consists of a principal component analysis per-
formed on the pixels in a region of interest in each of a set of ultrasound images that
have been filtered in order to enhance the tongue contour. Before processing, images
were corrected for head movement using the Palatron system (Baker 2005, Mielke et al.
2005). The first ten principal components (representing independent axes of variance in
the tongue positions across all of the phones in the target words) are retained as inputs
into linear discriminant analysis (Pouplier & Hoole 2013) with classes based on
place of articulation. The result is a time-varying representation of the degree to which
the imaged vocal tract matches several articulatory configurations, with a temporal res-
olution of 30 Hz.10
This analysis included single frames as well as image sequences. The sound files
were segmented at the phone level using the Penn Phonetics Lab Forced Aligner (P2FA;
Yuan & Liberman 2008), and representative frames were selected on the basis of this
segmentation. Frame sequences included every video frame during the word interval,
plus four frames (~133 ms) before and after. Likely target frames were selected on the
basis of a sample of tokens: for /ɹ/ in most contexts the initial frame representing the
peak of the /ɹ/ gestures was the middle frame of the /ɹ/ interval, but for /ɹ/ after non-
coronal stops /p k/, the peak /ɹ/ gesture was typically found in the last frame of the stop
interval (during the aspiration, which is segmented as part of the stop but could be ana-
lyzed as voiceless /ɹ/), and for /ɹ/ after other consonants /f θ ʃ t/, the initial target frame
was the first frame of the /ɹ/ interval.
The quantitative approach helped to validate template matching as follows: (i) Plot-
ting tokens by the linear discriminant functions associated with /ɹ/ types allows appar-
ent outliers to be scrutinized. (ii) A subject’s data can be summarized by averaging the
images created by reassembling the principal component loadings in the proportions in-
dicated by the principal components. (iii) Tongue movement can be visualized as tra-
jectories through low-dimensional space or as reconstructed videos. The videos for
many tokens can be viewed simultaneously in order to assess gestural similarities be-
tween repetitions of the same sequences that may look different in an analysis based on
single frames. Figure 3 shows the average filtered target frames for a representative
group of subjects. Regions where the tongue surface frequently occurs appear bright in
these images. The tongue tips are on the right, and some instances where the tip is
retroflexed (observe r19 and r30) are apparent from scattering ultrasound waves that
produce a bright region above where the tip is expected to occur. On the left are three
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10 This technique is most useful for investigating ambiguous tokens, which mostly means /ɹ/s produced
next to lingual consonants. It was used to validate the data from all eleven speakers initially coded as
categorically variable and producing retroflex /ɹ/s next to lingual consonants, as well as five speakers coded
as producing only bunched or retroflex /ɹ/. It was not necessary to validate the two speakers who produced
only retroflex /ɹ/ in labial contexts (since these were unambiguous) or to validate the rest of the speakers
initially coded as not categorically variable. Two speakers who were classified as variable in the initial
template-matching step (r22 and r26) were reclassified as noncategorically bunching, but with substantial
blade raising. The summary image for r26 in Fig. 3 illustrates this well: he produces /ɹ/ with blade raising and
dorsum concavity. Template matching of isolated tokens led to some being coded as retroflex and others
being coded as bunched, but viewed in the aggregate, it is clear that his tongue postures are very similar
across all contexts.
subjects classified as producing all of their /ɹ/s with a single tongue posture. On the
right side of the figure are three subjects who are categorically variable, and their im-
ages have been separated according to how they were coded. All three produce clear
concavity in their tip-down/bunched /ɹ/s, and raise the tip in other contexts.
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The criteria for classifying /ɹ/ tokens are as follows: unambiguously tip-up articula-
tions (e.g. r30 as shown in Fig. 3) are retroflex, and unambiguously tip-down articula-
tions (e.g. r03, and r19’s bunched) are bunched. Tongue-dorsum concavity, which often
cooccurs with tip-down /ɹ/, was used as a secondary indicator of bunching. Many to-
kens, such as those produced by r26, are ambiguous with respect to tongue-tip or -blade
angle. r26 is classified as bunched on the basis of the strong dorsum concavity, but this
choice is mostly moot for our purposes, because he does not vary between this and a
categorically different tongue shape. If the definition of retroflexion were expanded to
include blade-raising /ɹ/s like r26’s, the total number of retroflex/blade speakers would
increase, but the picture of /ɹ/ allophony (our main concern) would be unaffected. For
speakers with categorical variation, two more sets of criteria were used: if the speaker
uses two different /ɹ/ types that differ in tongue-blade angle, one is classified as
bunched and one is classified as retroflex. r08’s bunched /ɹ/ has a higher blade angle
than a lot of other speakers’ bunched /ɹ/s, but it clearly lacks the tip raising found in her
retroflex tokens. The most challenging tokens to classify are /ɹ/s occurring next to lin-
gual consonants, where the distinguishing features of bunched and/or retroflexed pos-
tures are both reduced, sometimes to the point of being indistinguishable. A case could
Figure 3. Sample /ɹ/ tongue shapes (averaged filtered ultrasound frames) for three subjects with one






bunched (blade raised) retroflex bunched
be made for abandoning the bunched/retroflex distinction in these contexts for some
speakers, and we hope that future quantitative studies in the spirit of Westbury and col-
leagues (1998) and perhaps using new tools such as EigenTongues will shed light on
this. In an effort to classify these in the same way as the other tokens, we focused on tip/
blade raising that could not easily be interpreted as part of an adjacent consonant (such
as blade raising to a distinct target) and dorsum concavity that could not easily be inter-
preted as a secondary consequence of other gestures. Video sequences were extremely
helpful for recognizing similarities between the gestures involved in these ambiguous
tokens and the less ambiguous examples of either category.
3.3. General results. Out of the twenty-seven subjects in the study, two produced
only retroflex /ɹ/, sixteen produced only bunched /ɹ/, and nine varied categorically be-
tween /ɹ/ types. As detailed above in Table 1, the following three asymmetries are
expected.
(1) Summary of asymmetries in preference for retroflexion
a. Prevocalic syllable-initial > prevocalic in onset cluster > postvocalic
b. Labial cluster > coronal cluster > dorsal cluster
c. Next to back and/or low vowels > next to front vowels
Figure 4 summarizes the retroflexion rates for the nine speakers in our study who ex-
hibited variation between bunched and retroflex /ɹ/. The expected effects of syllable po-
sition and vowel context are clearly borne out in our data.
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11 This comparison is limited to the /ɑ/ and /o/ contexts, since there were fewer postvocalic contexts with
/i/, and /l/ was excluded.
Figure 4. Prevocalic /ɹ/ retroflexion rate by context for nine subjects with allophony.
A series of linear mixed-effects regressions were performed, each with these nine
speakers’ retroflexion rates in each segmental context as the dependent variable, speaker
as a random factor, and a fixed factor corresponding to one of the boxplots. Tukey post-
hoc tests were used for pairwise comparisons where applicable. Retroflexion is sig-
nificantly less frequent postvocalically than prevocalically (estimate = −0.61993,
z = −17.73, p < 0.0001).11 The quality of the following vowel has a significant effect on
retroflexion as well, with /i/ conditioning less retroflexion than /ɑ/ (estimate = −0.60353,
z = −10.72, p < 0.0001) or /o/ (estimate = −0.55062, z = −9.78, p < 0.0001), but no sig-
nificant difference between /ɑ/ and /o/ ( p = 0.615). This is consistent with previous find-
ings that back vowels also favor retroflexion, as discovered by Ong and Stone (1998).
Retroflexion is significantly less frequent after coronals than after labials (estimate =
−0.24909, z = −3.467, p = 0.00299). There is no significant difference between any of the
other pairs of contexts. There is no significant difference between labial and word-initial,
and the trend is in the opposite direction of that observed by Westbury and colleagues
(1998).12 Finally, there is no significant difference between stops and fricatives ( p =
0.202), although the trend is in the direction that would be expected on the basis of the
idea that fricatives require more articulatory precision than stops and therefore may dis-
favor retroflexion.
While more subjects retroflex after /t/ than after /k/ when the following vowel is
back, /t/ may discourage retroflexion when the following vowel is /i/ (n = 1). Looking
at the subjects individually in the next section will be more revealing about these dif-
ferences and the interactions between factors.
3.4. Analysis of individual /ɹ/-allophony patterns. Figure 5 shows the rates of
retroflexion in prevocalic and postvocalic contexts for all of the subjects. The two
retroflex-only subjects are represented by the leftmost column, and the sixteen bunched-
only subjects are represented by the rightmost column. The nine subjects with variation
between these two categories are represented by the other columns. The area of each bub-
ble indicates the rate of retroflexion for each subject in each context. Bubbles represent-
ing less than 100% retroflexion are dark gray instead of black.
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12 One possible explanation for lower-than-expected retroflexion rates in word-initial position is that our
carrier phrase ‘Please say __ again’ puts the high-front offglide of [eɪ] before the initial segment of the target
word, which would favor bunching, and a labial consonant may have the effect of distancing the /ɹ/ from the
Figure 5. Retroflexion rates for prevocalic and postvocalic /ɹ/. Here and elsewhere,










We use optimality theory (OT)-style constraints in a phonological description of
each speaker’s /ɹ/-allophony pattern. The OT framework (Prince & Smolensky 2008) is
useful for characterizing, in terms of constraints that appear to be phonetically
grounded, the sometimes complex sets of environments where bunched and retroflex /ɹ/
occur. We treat this as a technique for modeling speaker behavior while making refer-
ence to its apparent phonetic basis, and not necessarily as a model of how the speakers
mentally represent the patterns. Using phonetically defined constraints also allows us to
quantify the complexity of a speaker’s /ɹ/-allophony pattern. For example, the nine seg-
mentally defined prevocalic contexts where speaker r10 does not retroflex can be de-
scribed with just two phonetically defined constraints, because the contexts are all
either post-/ʃ/ or pre-/i/.
Since bunching is observed most frequently in environments that seem to be the least
articulatorily compatible with retroflexion, we make use of a constraint requiring
retroflexion (i.e. making retroflex the default) and its interaction with constraints that
prohibit retroflexion in some or all contexts. This constraint and all other constraints that
are applicable to the /ɹ/-allophony patterns we observed are shown in Table 3. The two
retroflex-only subjects show no evidence of any constraints other than *ɹ (*Bunched).
Likewise, *ɻ (*Retroflex) is undominated for the sixteen bunched-only subjects.
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vowel, increasing retroflexion indirectly. However, little is known about how coarticulation affects /ɹ/ tongue
posture across word boundaries.
13 This includes r19 and r32, who each have a small number of contexts where they show a low rate of
retroflexion, but otherwise do not retroflex in postvocalic position. We are glossing over these facts at this
point, because both subjects clearly disfavor retroflexion across a wide range of contexts, and we have
insufficient data to conclude that there is not a more specific situation favoring retroflexion in the isolated
contexts where a low rate of retroflexion occurs anyway.
constraint abbreviation contexts subjects
a. *Bunched *ɹ N/A 4+
b. *Retroflex *ɻ N/A 16+
c. *Retroflex/Coda *Coda ɻ 15 8
d. *Syllabic /l/ *lˌ 2 3
e. *Retroflex / __ i *ɻi 7 8
f. *Retroflex / [+Lingual] __ *[Ling]ɻ 8–12 2
g. *Retroflex / θ __ o *θɻo 1 5
h. *Retroflex / ʃ __ *ʃɻ 2–3 2
i. *Retroflex / __ [+Coronal] *ɻ[Cor] 6 r19
j. *Retroflex / [+Coronal] __ i *[Cor]ɻi 3 r08
k. *Retroflex / θ __ *θɻ 2–3 r17
l. *Retroflex / k __ *kɻ 2–3 r17
m. *Retroflex / i __ *iɻ 1 r08
n. *Retroflex / p __ *pɻ 2–3 r01
o. *Retroflex / k __ ɑ *kɻɑ 1 r32
p. *Retroflex / ʃ __ o *ʃɻo 1 r32
q. *Retroflex / ɑ __ l *ɑɻl 1 r27
r. *Retroflex / # __ o *#ɻo 1 r06
s. *Retroflex / ɑ __ k *ɑɻk 1 r08
Table 3. /r/ constraints.
The nine speakers with categorical variation require context-specific constraints. The
most conspicuous set of environments prohibiting retroflex /ɹ/ are postvocalic. Six
speakers produce retroflex /ɹ/ in some contexts but never or almost never word-finally
or before consonants other than /l/,13 and three of these do not produce retroflex /ɹ/ be-
fore word-final /l/ either.
The constraint *Coda ɻ applies to avoidance of retroflexion in coda /ɹ/. The motiva-
tion for this constraint could be related to a preference for larger anterior gestures in
onset position that has been observed in a wide range of consonants (Sproat & Fujimura
1993, Browman & Goldstein 1995, Gick et al. 2006), including English /ɹ/ (Delattre &
Freeman 1968, Zawadski & Kuehn 1980, Gick 1999, Campbell et al. 2010). This pref-
erence favors retroflexion in onsets, but tip-up and tip-down tongue postures are both
used successfully to achieve /ɹ/ in all syllable positions.
Subjects with a preference for retroflexion in prevocalic position are split over
whether /l/ patterns with consonants or with vowels. The syllable position of /ɹ/ is am-
biguous when it precedes /l/, so /ɹ/ variation here can be treated as variation in /ɹ/’s syl-
lable position, as illustrated in 2. Subjects r13, r30, and r08 retroflex in postvocalic
position, as shown by [ɻ] in all words in 2. Subject r01 and the sixteen subjects who
never retroflex have bunched [ɹ] in all words in 2. The middle two groups of subjects do
not generally retroflex in postvocalic position, as shown by [ɹ] in 2c. The fact that r19,
r10, r04, and r32 retroflex before /l/ but not /p/ is accounted for if they treat /ɹ/ in Carl,
gnarl, and snarl as an onset, while r27, r17, and r06 treat it as a coda, like /ɹ/ before
/p/.14 We do not have direct evidence of the subjects’ intuitions of the syllabicity of /l/,
but it is the only word-final /ɹ/-adjacent segment whose syllabicity is ambiguous, and
the only segment associated with such categorical variation. We can posit that *lˌ out-
ranks *Coda ɻ for the speakers who do not retroflex before word-final /l/.
(2) Apparent effect of /l/ syllabicity on retroflexion.
r13, r30, r08 r19, r10, r04, r32 r27, r17, r06 r01 and 16 others
a. pɻɑp pɻɑp pɻɑp pɹɑp ‘prop’
pɻɑm pɻɑm pɻɑm pɹɑm ‘prom’
pɻɑn pɻɑn pɻɑn pɹɑn ‘prawn’
b. kɑɻl kɑ.ɻ lˌ kɑɹl kɑɹl ‘Carl’
nɑɻl nɑ.ɻ lˌ nɑɹl nɑɹl ‘gnarl’
snɑɻl snɑ.ɻ lˌ snɑɹl snɑɹl ‘snarl’
c. hɑɻp hɑɹp hɑɹp hɑɹp ‘harp’
ʃɑɻp ʃɑɹp ʃɑɹp ʃɑɹp ‘sharp’
kɑɻp kɑɹp kɑɹp kɑɹp ‘carp’
Figure 5 above shows thirty-eight phonological contexts (rows), meaning there are
342 cells representing a context where one of the nine speakers with categorical varia-
tion could produce at least some retroflexion. No retroflexion is observed in 222 of
these cells, and another five are cells with low retroflexion rates scattered among cells
with no retroflexion, for speakers who exhibit much higher rates of retroflexion in other
contexts, leading us to group them with the contexts with no retroflexion. Syllable posi-
tion alone (i.e. *Coda ɻ ) accounts for 123 cells, or 55.4% of all instances where no
retroflexion is observed for speakers who sometimes bunch and sometimes retroflex.
The other relevant constraints on retroflexion refer to classes of segments.15
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14 Note that speakers shown in the rightmost column could have either syllabification of /l/ because they
bunch both in onsets and in codas. Also note that subject r27 treats /ɑɹl/ and /oɹl/ differently.
15 While we recognize that not all phonologically active classes of sounds are phonetically natural (Mielke
2008), we expect effects with direct phonetic motivation to involve phonetically coherent contexts. Since the
/ɹ/-allophony patterns discussed here each appear to be motivated by phonetic factors internal to the speaker,
we do not expect them to exhibit the effects of rule telescoping or the like that might give rise to phonetically
unnatural classes involved in other sound patterns.
Eight of the thirteen speakers who produce retroflex /ɹ/ in some contexts never do so
before /i/, and thus *ɻi is the most frequent constraint that refers to segments. Stavness
and colleagues (2012) used biomechanical modeling to explore the articulatory basis
for the association of bunching with /i/ and retroflexion with /ɑ/. In the context of /i/,
bunched /ɹ/ (relative to tip-up /ɹ/) showed a reduction in all three articulatory cost meas-
ures they considered (tissue displacement, relative strain, and relative muscle stress).
Likewise, retroflex /ɹ/ showed a reduction in all three measures in the context of /ɑ/.
The first two context-sensitive constraints account for nearly 80% of all contested
cells, leaving forty-five cells where other constraints are necessary. Of these, sixteen are
accounted for by a constraint prohibiting retroflexion after lingual consonants
(*[Ling]ɻ ). The phonetic basis for this constraint is that consonants requiring the tongue
to be in a particular location favor bunching more than retroflexion. The two subjects it
applies to (r06 and r01) retroflex only between labial consonants and back vowels.
Other subjects produce retroflex /ɹ/ in some contexts next to lingual consonants and not
in others.
Four speakers have bunching in /θɹo/ and retroflexion in /θɹɑ/, motivating *θɻo, the
most specific of the recurrent constraints. Figure 6 illustrates a motivation for this by
showing r04’s tip-up /θɹɑ/ and tip-down /θɹo/ in two series of tongue traces spaced 67
ms apart. The /ɹ/ frame is indicated by a thicker trace, the traces corresponding to dif-
ferent segments are indicated by phonetic symbols at the tongue tip (on the right), and a
dotted arrow indicates the movement from the first frame to the last in each sequence.16
In Fig. 6a, the tongue body stays in roughly the same position throughout the sequence
/θɹɑ/, and /ɹ/ is achieved by raising the tongue tip. In Fig. 6b, the tongue body moves
back from [θ] to [o], and the tongue blade is raised only slightly to achieve /ɹ/. When
r04’s tongue moves from [θ] to [o], it passes through a configuration that is similar to
r04’s bunched /ɹ/. This does not happen with the lower [ɑ], and the tongue tip is
retroflexed in order to achieve the acoustic target for /ɹ/. /ɹ/ may also be flapped after /θ/
in English, and this audible difference may also impact /ɹ/ articulation in this context.
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16 These and all subsequent traces are made by including every other video frame (i.e. frames in the figures
are 67 ms apart), because traces from adjacent frames would be too close together to be interpretable in the
figure. See n. 9 above for details about the relationship between scanning rate and video frame rate.
a. Tip-up /ɹ/ in throng. b. Tip-down /ɹ/ in throw.
Figure 6. Subject r04.
The only other constraint that is applicable to more than one subject involves /ʃɹ/. /ʃ/
is typically articulated with a tongue posture similar to bunched /ɹ/, and it involves
tongue-blade raising less frequently than /t/ and /θ/. Figure 7 shows a series of frames
from r08’s shriek, motivating the constraint *ʃɻ (and also *ɻi). The tongue dorsum is
raised for all of the segments in the word, including the [ʃ], the [i], and the bunched
variant of /ɹ/ that occurs between them.
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Figure 7. Phonetic motivation for *ɻi and *[Cor]ɻi: r08 shriek (tip-down /ɹ/).
r19 bunches between a coronal consonant and /i/, and this is accounted for by
*[Cor]ɻi. r08 bunches before coronal consonants (but retroflexes in most other precon-
sonantal contexts), and this is accounted for by *ɻ [Cor]. The constraints in Table 3k–m
above involve particular consonants that seem to supply a phonetic motivation for the
absence of retroflexion, but they are observed in only one subject each. *iɻ, obeyed by
one subject, does not seem to be any less phonetically motivated than its mirror-image
constraint, exhibited by eight, but it is infrequent because a small number of subjects
bunch in any postvocalic context. Further, /iɹ#/ is the only postvocalic context involv-
ing /i/, because consonant clusters involving /ɹ/ are rare after /i/ in English. Walker and
Proctor (2013) attribute the rarity of these clusters to the gestural incompatibility of /i/
and /ɹ/, which prevents the temporal overlap that is typical in sequences of /ɑ o/ + /ɹ/.
The way in which the constraints account for bunching contexts is shown in Figure 8.
Each constraint is indicated by a shaded rectangle covering the contexts and subjects
where retroflex /ɹ/ is prohibited. Rectangles for some constraints (such as *θɻo) are dis-
continuous because they apply to subjects who are not contiguous in the chart. The re-
maining cells without retroflexion are indicated by ‘…’ in Fig. 8. The constraints
covering these cells are purely stipulative (Table 3m–s), except for *iɻ (the mirror
image of *ɻi). The others have no apparent phonetic motivation, and most are only ap-
plicable to one context for one subject.
The use of independent constraints for different contexts suggests that a speaker’s
/ɹ/-allophony grammar could make use of any combination of them. This is known as
factorial typology in the OT literature (Prince & Smolensky 2008, et seq.). However,
some contexts appear to be less favorable to retroflexion than others. For example, no
subject exhibits a consonant-sensitive constraint without also exhibiting *Coda ɻ or *ɻi.
Subjects r06 and r01 have the lowest nonzero retroflexion rates, and they retroflex in
environments where all of the other subjects with any retroflexion also produce the
retroflex allophone. Some of the constraints could be placed in an implicational hierar-
chy according to the apparent strength of their phonetic motivations: without exception,
retroflexion in a postvocalic context implies retroflexion in the corresponding prevo-
calic context, and except for the special case of /θɹo/, retroflexion in any context next to
/i/ implies retroflexion in the corresponding context next to /ɑ o/.
Some phonetic motivations are speaker-specific. r08 and r10 retroflex after /k/ but
not /ʃ/, while r17 retroflexes after /ʃ/ but not /k/. Figure 9 shows r08 and r17 producing
the words Shrop and crop. Both speakers appear to be making the tongue posture that is
most compatible with the surrounding segments, and the difference between the two is
attributable to the fact that the context for /ɹ/ involves a tip-down /ʃ/ for r08 (and r10)
and a tip-up /ʃ/ for r17. For /kɹɑ/, the subjects have the opposite pattern. r08’s retroflex
tongue posture involves a more raised tongue body, an articulation that is more compat-
ible with an adjacent velar stop.
We have seen in this section that many of the same constraints are applicable to the
/ɹ/-allophony patterns of different speakers. The most frequently needed constraints
have straightforward phonetic motivations, and the major differences between al-
lophony patterns can be described as presence or absence of particular phonetically mo-
tivated constraints against retroflex /ɹ/ in particular contexts. The most natural contexts
for retroflex /ɹ/ are /#ɹɑ/, /pɹɑ/, and other prevocalic contexts without lingual conso-
nants, and the most natural contexts for bunched /ɹ/ are /ʃɹi/ and other postcoronal pre-
/i/ contexts, along with most postvocalic contexts. An American English speaker who
retroflexes in shriek is likely to retroflex in most if not all contexts, and a speaker who
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bunches in rock is likely to bunch everywhere. Since we are primarily concerned with
categorical tip-up/tip-down allophony, we do not report on gradient variation within the
productions of the sixteen speakers with only bunched /ɹ/ or the two with only retroflex
/ɹ/. A more detailed investigation would likely show a pattern similar to the one West-
bury and colleagues (1998) observed, that is, that bunched tongue shapes are more ex-
treme in many of the contexts that retroflex /ɹ/ is found in, with relatively restrictive
segmental contexts reining in extreme variants of both kinds of /ɹ/.
The most important reason for the individual patterns of /ɹ/ allophony seems to be
that language users do not perceive the difference between allophones, and so estab-
lishing a community-wide allophony pattern is impossible. We can imagine that if the
difference between bunched and retroflex /ɹ/ were perceptible, a community-wide al-
lophony pattern would have emerged. This would be similar to the actual situation with
/l/ allophony in English, where postvocalic /l/ is typically darker than prevocalic /l/. In
the next section we investigate crosslinguistic variation in /l/ allophony, which resem-
bles intraspeaker variation in /ɹ/ allophony we have seen so far.
4. /l/ allophony. In this section we survey allophonic patterns involving clear and
dark /l/, in order to put /ɹ/ allophony in the context of other liquid allophony patterns.
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a. r08 Shrop (tip-down /ɹ/). b. r08 crop (tip-up /ɹ/).
c. r17 Shrop (tip-up /ɹ/). d. r17 crop (tip-down /ɹ/).
Figure 9. Speaker-specific motivation: r08: tip-down /ɹ/ for Shrop (a) vs. tip-up /ɹ/ for crop (b); r17: tip-up
/ɹ/ for Shrop (c) vs. tip-down /ɹ/ for crop (d).
The most obvious difference between American English /ɹ/ allophony and the reported
cases of /l/ allophony is that while /l/ allophones are noticeably different from one an-
other, /ɹ/ allophones are not. We investigate some of the consequences of this differ-
ence. The generally accepted pattern of /l/ allophony in English is that postvocalic /l/ is
‘dark’ [ɫ], that is, more vowel-like than the ‘clear’ or ‘light’ [l] that occurs in prevocalic
position. The [l] and [ɫ] differ in the magnitude and timing of the coronal and dorsal
gestures (Sproat & Fujimura 1993, Alwan et al. 1997). The clear-dark pattern is partic-
ularly apparent in Southern British English. In other varieties, such as American and
Scottish English, it can be argued that /l/ is always dark, although postvocalic /l/ is still
darker than prevocalic /l/, and intermediate degrees of darkness can be observed in in-
tervocalic position.
The English syllable-based pattern is reminiscent of /ɹ/ allophony, where prevocalic
/ɹ/ is more likely to be retroflex, while both postvocalic and syllabic /ɹ/s are more likely
to be bunched. It also seems reasonable for /l/ darkening to be sensitive to segmental
factors, since it involves a tongue-body gesture that is found in some consonants and
vowels. Recasens and Espinosa (2005) report that even in languages without reported
allophony patterns, /l/ and /ɫ/ are generally darker next to /u/ and word-finally than next
to /i/ and word-initially.
It is important to bear in mind that the level of description for the /l/-allophony pat-
terns surveyed is different from the /ɹ/-allophony patterns seen above. More detailed in-
strumental study of any of the languages involved in the survey would certainly show
more gradient effects and speaker-specificity than is apparent from a high-level phono-
logical description. For example, Sproat and Fujimura’s (1993) x-ray microbeam study
of American and British English /l/ showed interspeaker differences, and showed that
the allophony pattern in general is arguably gradient. However, the observed differ-
ences between allophones of /l/ are related to the effects of syllable position, realized
somewhat differently across contexts and subjects. By contrast, it would not make
sense to talk about American English /ɹ/ allophony without referring to a range of fac-
tors related to syllable position and segmental context. Different speakers of American
English show categorically different sets of conditioning factors for /ɹ/ allophony, but
the /l/-allophony patterns surveyed in the next section exhibit these types of differences
on a language-by-language basis.
4.1. Survey and analysis of /l/-allophony patterns. Many languages, such as
French and Italian, have a relatively light [l] in all contexts, and some are like American
and Scottish English in having a relatively dark [ɫ] in all contexts.17 Others languages
such as Russian have a phonemic contrast between clear and dark lateral liquids. A num-
ber of languages have an allophonic pattern where /l/ is light in some contexts and dark
in others. As with the American English /ɹ/-allophony patterns described above, there are
recurrent contexts where the two types of allophones are frequently observed.18
The allophony pattern described for British English (Catford 1988:109) is also de-
scribed for Dutch (Booij 1999:8), Brazilian Portuguese (Feldman 1972), Mundari (Cook
1974), and Taos (Trager 1948). A rule-based description of this pattern is given in 3.
(3) British English, Dutch, Brazilian Portuguese, Mundari,Taos: /l/ → [ɫ] / __ C*]σ
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17 See Archangeli et al. 2010 for an ultrasound study of the light French /l/.
18 This survey is based on a search of P-base (Mielke 2008, Brohan & Mielke 2016) (http://phon.chass.ncsu
.edu/pbase-app/) and following up references on the Wikipedia page ‘Velarized alveolar lateral approximant’
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Velarized_alveolar_lateral_approximant).
This pattern and the other /l/-allophony patterns are summarized in Figure 10. As
above with /ɹ/, the contexts where dark [ɫ] is observed (cells with no circle) can be ac-
counted for with phonetically motivated constraints against the other allophone. The
default allophones are established with the constraint *ɫ, which is motivated in lan-
guages with only [l] and in languages with [l] in contexts where [ɫ] does not occur, and
the constraint *l, which is motivated in Scottish and American English and other lan-
guages where /l/ is generally dark. These and the context-sensitive constraints are listed
in Table 4. The syllable-based pattern in 3 is handled by ranking *Coda l over *ɫ, and it
is analogous to an unobserved /ɹ/-allophony pattern in which retroflex /ɹ/ occurs in on-
sets and bunched /ɹ/ occurs in codas.
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Another recurrent /l/-allophony pattern is sensitive to vowel quality. In Boumaa Fi-
jian (Dixon 1988), /l/ is dark before a back vowel (which also involves a dorsal raising
gesture similar to velarization), as in 4. Kirghiz (Poppe & Hebert 1963) and Turkish
Figure 10. Contexts for clear /l/ across languages: Fr: French, Italian; AN: Assyrian Neo-Aramaic (Jilu
dialect); AA: Abha Arabic; Kh: Kharia; Al: Alabama; No: Norwegian (some dialects); BE: British English,
Dutch, Brazilian Portuguese, Mundari, and Taos; JA: Jordanian Arabic; Tu: Turkish and Kirghiz; Fi: Boumaa
Fijian; Ge: Georgian; Bu: Buriat; SE: Scottish English, American English. Gray areas with ‘n/a’ indicate
nonoccurring contexts. ‘k’ indicates a velar consonant, ‘ʃ’ represents /ʃ ʒ/, preceding ‘t’ indicates a nonvelar
consonant, following ‘t’ indicates a non-/ʃ ʒ/ consonant, and ‘…’ indicates anything that is not a

















(Lewis 1967) exhibit a similar pattern, where /l/ is dark before and after a back vowel,
as in 5.
(4) Boumaa Fijian: /l/ → [ɫ] / __ [+syllabic]
(5) Kirghiz and Turkish: /l/ → [ɫ] / [+syllabic] __ ; __ [+syllabic]
The Boumaa Fijian pattern can be described using the constraint *l[+bk] ranked above
*ɫ. This is analogous to the constraint *ɻi above in 3, which prohibits retroflex /ɹ/ before
/i/. *l[+bk] and its mirror-image constraint *[+bk]l account for Kirghiz and Turkish. A
similar pattern is observed in some dialects of Norwegian (Kristoffersen 2007), where
/l/ is dark after a tautosyllabic back vowel,19 as in 6. This can be described by the con-
junction of *[+bk]l and *Coda l.
(6) Norwegian (some dialects): /l/ → [ɫ] / [+syllabic] __ (when tautosyllabic)
Two other languages have allophony patterns related to preceding back vowels. In
Kharia (Bilgiri 1965), word-final /l/ is dark after a back vowel, as in 7. This combines a
domain-final pattern like the one in 3 with the back-vowel pattern observed in the other
languages discussed so far, and it is handled by *[+bk]l#. This could be treated as con-
straint conjunction as well, but we do not see evidence for a constraint that refers to
word-final position but not to back vowels. Another /l/-allophony pattern is found in Al-
abama (Lupardus 1982), where /l/ is optionally dark before a consonant, especially
when it is also preceded by a back vowel (8). This is handled by the constraints *lC and
*[+bk]lC.
(7) Kharia: /l/ → [ɫ] / [+syllabic] __ ]word
(8) Alabama: /l/ ~ [ɫ] / __ C, especially [+syllabic] __ C
Another group of /l/-allophony patterns are sensitive to specific types of consonants.
In the Jilu dialect of Assyrian Neo-Aramaic (Odisho 1988), /l/ is dark when it is adja-
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19 When /l/ is followed by a stressed vowel it is an onset, and the light allophone occurs regardless of what
vowel precedes.
constraint abbreviation languages
a. *Dark *ɫ 17+
b. *Clear *l 3+
c. *Clear/Coda *Coda l 6
d. *Clear / __ [+syllabic] *l[+bk] 5
e. *Clear / [+syllabic] __ *[+bk]l 4
f. *Clear / [+syllabic] __ ]word *[+bk]l# Kharia
g. *Clear / __ [+consonantal] *lC Alabama
h. *Clear / [+syl ] __ [+cons] *[+bk]lC Alabama
i. *Clear / [+cons] __ *Cˁl 2
j. *Clear / __ [+cons] *lCˁ A. Neo-Aramaic
k. *Clear / __ ([+syl])[+cons] *l(V)Cˁ Abha Arabic
l. *Clear / [+Dorsal] __ *[Dor]l Jord. Arabic
m. *Dark / __ [+sibilant] *ɫʃ Buriat















cent to a pharyngealized consonant, as in 9. This presents a consonant that is compati-
ble with [ɫ] (or incompatible with clear [l]), in addition to the syllable position and
vowel contexts already seen. This pattern is covered by the constraints *Cˤl and *lCˤ.
These are analogous to the constraints on /ɹ/ that prohibit the retroflex allophone next to
various lingual consonants. A similar pattern is found in Abha Arabic (Nakshabandi
1988), where /l/ and some other coronal consonants are dark before a pharyngealized
consonant, including across an intervening vowel, as in 10, covered by *l(V)Cˤ. The
Jordanian Arabic (Al-Sughayer 1990) pattern combines a few of these patterns, as in 11.
/l/ is dark after a pharyngealized or velar consonant, with an intervening [a] possible,
and after a back vowel.20 This is handled by *[+bk]l, *Cˤl, and also *[Dor]l.
(9) Assyrian Neo-Aramaic (Jilu dialect): /lː/ → [ɫː] / Cˤ __ ; __ Cˤ
(10) Abha Arabic: /t d s ð l/ → velarized / __ (V)Cˤ
(11) Jordanian Arabic: /l/ → [ɫ] / {Cˤ }(a) __ ; [+syllabic] __
Two more allophony patterns are more succinctly described using rules deriving
clear [l] from a phoneme whose default realization is dark. In Buriat (Poppe 1960), /ɫ/ is
clear before /ʃ/ and /ʒ/ and dark elsewhere, as in 12. In Georgian (Tschenkeli 1958), /ɫ/
is clear before a front vowel and otherwise dark, as in 13. Archangeli and Berry (2010)
confirm the description of Georgian in Tschenkeli 1958 using ultrasound imaging.
(12) Buriat: /ɫ/ → [l] / __ [+continuant]
(13) Georgian: /ɫ/ → [l] / __ [+syllabic]
Buriat has [ɫ] in all contexts except before a postalveolar fricative. Since there is a pho-
netically coherent set of environments where the clear allophone occurs, and the dark
allophone occurs elsewhere, this is handled with a constraint prohibiting [ɫ] in this con-
text, *ɫʃ, rather than with a patchwork of context-specific constraints against [l]. Geor-
gian also has dark [ɫ] in a wider range of contexts than clear [l], but the contexts where
dark [ɫ] occurs can be easily described using the same constraints used for other lan-
guages that have [ɫ] in a phonetically coherent subset of the environments where Geor-
gian has it.
We have seen so far that lateral liquids are often allophonically dark in postvocalic po-
sition (and word-final and preconsonantal position), which is parallel to the prevalence
of bunched /ɹ/ in postvocalic position in American and British English. Dark allophones
also occur next to back vowels, just as bunched allophones of /ɹ/ are more frequent next
to /i/ and other front vowels. Dark allophones also occur next to pharyngealized and velar
consonants, just as bunched /ɹ/ often occurs next to lingual consonants. Some implica-
tional relationships are apparent. Clear [l] in postvocalic position implies clear [l] in pre-
vocalic position, clear [l] in the context of a back vowel implies clear [l] in the context of
a front vowel, and clear [l] next to a pharyngeal implies clear [l] in the absence of a pha-
ryngeal. The way that similar constraints are used to model [l] allophony in different lan-
guages is parallel to the way that similar constraints are used to model /ɹ/ allophony in
different speakers of American English. The next section discusses the important simi-
larities and differences between language-level and subject-level variation and considers
the implications for a general understanding of phonological patterns.
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5. General discussion. Like many phonological patterns, the various cases of /ɹ/
and /l/ allophony reflect phonetic motivations for particular phones to appear in partic-
ular contexts. The fact that there are many patterns instead of one reflects the fact that
the phonetic motivations are complex, and the path from phonetic motivations to a
phonological pattern is not deterministic. Let us consider velar palatalization as a proto-
typical phonetically motivated sound pattern. Velar consonants typically have a more
anterior point of articulation in the context of a front vowel, and the phonetic motiva-
tion is clear: vowels and dorsal consonants both involve the tongue body, and front
vowels require the tongue body to be farther front than for an ordinary velar consonant.
This pressure has been conventionalized in different languages. English and French
both exhibit this pattern, but the degree of influence is greater in French (Ladefoged
1972, 1984). Recent ultrasound work has shown that the English pattern is gradient
(Wodzinski & Frisch 2006). Velar palatalization has reached the stage of /k/ → [tʃ] as an
allophonic pattern in languages including Gã (Zimmermann 1858), Lealao Chinantec
(Rupp 1989), and Mohawk (Michelson 1983), and as a structure-preserving /k/ → [tʃ]
pattern in languages including Ciyao (Ngunga 2000), Slovak (Rubach 1993), and
Slovene (Herrity 2000).21 There seems to be a possible progression from phonetically
motivated palatalization to conventionalized palatalization, and then to a categorical
phonological pattern.22
/k/ palatalization is phonetically motivated in a particular environment, but /l/ dark-
ening is phonetically motivated in multiple environments, including syllable-finally,
next to back vowels, and next to pharyngealized and velar consonants. To the extent
that /l/ occurs in any of these contexts in a given language, there is a possibility for the
development of a phonological darkening pattern in one or more of them. As we have
seen, observed /l/-darkening patterns typically involve only one or two of the possible
contexts, and the patterns are shared across community members. Thus, one thing that
may distinguish /l/ darkening from an idealized phonetically motivated sound pattern is
that languages draw from one or more of several contexts where phonetic motivation is
present, and the result is crosslinguistic variation between languages with patterns de-
scribed as /l/ allophony.
/ɹ/ allophony takes an additional step away from the idealized sound pattern. Like /l/
allophony, /ɹ/ allophony exhibits multiple contexts where one of its allophones is fa-
vored, but the difference between /ɹ/ allophones is not easily perceived. As a result, the
consequence of having multiple phonetic motivations is that individual speakers,
rather than individual languages (or language varieties), exhibit different allophony
patterns. The lack of auditory feedback reflecting tongue posture means that speakers
can have different, often complex, allophony patterns. Thus, one of the factors that is
involved in the development of idealized sound patterns is that speakers do have feed-
back about the contexts where other speakers produce sounds with particular articula-
tory properties.
While we present variability of conditioning environment and speaker-specificity as
properties that make /l/ and /ɹ/ allophony stand apart from the idealized, phonetically
motivated sound pattern, we do not have reason to suspect that these types of patterns
are in any way atypical. One of the reasons why /ɹ/ allophony seems peculiar is that
covert patterns cannot be studied easily without articulatory imaging. Our intuitions
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21 The /k/ → [tʃ] count is based on a search of P-base (Mielke 2008, Brohan & Mielke 2016).
22 See Solé 2007 for a review of mechanical and controlled versions of the same types of phonological
patterns.
about what kinds of patterns are prototypical are shaped by the kinds of sound patterns
we have been able to study, a sample that is biased toward sound patterns that involve
acoustically distinct speech sounds.
Acoustic and articulatory studies by Ménard and colleagues (2009, 2013) illustrate the
role of feedback in a different way. In these studies, sighted and congenitally blind speak-
ers of French produced rounded and unrounded vowels. The sighted subjects used lip
protrusion to a greater degree in production than blind subjects and produced rounded
and unrounded vowels that were slightly farther apart in acoustic space. The blind speak-
ers use tongue position to a greater degree to distinguish rounded and unrounded vowels.
This indicates use of the trade-off between lip protrusion and tongue backing, both of
which help achieve the low F2 and/or F3 characteristic of rounded vowels. Access to vi-
sual information is apparently necessary in order to achieve the degree of lip protrusion
that is customary for French, but it is not the only way to achieve the acoustic target. A
range of combinations of lip-protrusion and tongue-backing values can achieve similar
acoustic results, but achieving the same visual result requires a particular combination of
values. Similarly, the deaf subjects in the study by Matthies and colleagues (2008) ex-
hibited variability in the acoustic properties of /ɹ/, which was reduced after a year of au-
ditory feedback with cochlear implants. The behavior of each of these pairs of groups of
subjects depends on access to visual or auditory cues that would indicate a more precise
production strategy that corresponds to the community norm. /ɹ/ allophony and /l/ al-
lophony differ in a similar way: /l/ allophony provides clear acoustic evidence of the con-
texts where the allophones are produced, and /ɹ/ allophony generally does not, so users
of /l/ allophony have more feedback than users of /ɹ/ allophony. We attribute the major
differences between the two types of phenomena to this difference in feedback, and argue
that this difference sheds light on phonetic naturalness and simplicity, two typical prop-
erties of sound patterns, as discussed in the rest of this section.
5.1. Phonetic naturalness. /ɹ/- and /l/-allophony patterns both tend to be phoneti-
cally natural. In general, the constraints that recur across subjects and across languages
have straightforward phonetic interpretations. For /ɹ/, retroflexion rates are generally
low next to segments that require the tongue tip to be somewhere other than where it
needs to be for a retroflex consonant (a high front vowel, and lingual consonants, espe-
cially coronals). Postvocalic /ɹ/ is retroflexed most frequently before /l/, which in En-
glish is articulatorily and acoustically similar to a back vowel, and there is very little
retroflexion in other postvocalic contexts. The tongue shape for bunched /ɹ/ is similar to
other ‘bunched’ segments such as /i/, /ʃ/, and /k/, next to which bunched /ɹ/ often occurs.
Retroflexion is more frequent in contexts that do not place conflicting demands on the
tongue tip, such as word boundaries, labial consonants, back vowels, and /l/. It is quite
often the case that recurrent sound patterns have phonetic motivations, and /ɹ/ and /l/ al-
lophony are unremarkable in this respect. What is interesting is what these facts show
about the relationship between phonetic naturalness and other typical properties of
sound patterns. The phonetic naturalness is attributable to the phonetic precursors of the
sound patterns, which are present regardless of what variant of the pattern ends up be-
coming conventional for a speech community or, in the case of /ɹ/ allophony, ends up
becoming conventional for one speaker.
5.2. Simplicity and complexity. While /ɹ/- and /l/-allophony patterns both seem to
employ similar sets of phonetically motivated constraints, many /ɹ/-allophony patterns
are quite complex, in a way that most /l/-allophony patterns are not. Tables 5 and 6
show constraint-based grammars for eleven observed patterns of /ɹ/ allophony and thir-
teen observed patterns of /l/ allophony.
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Table 5 shows all of the distinct constraint-based grammars for eleven observed pat-
terns of /ɹ/ allophony.23 Based on the observed constraints, it is possible to predict other
allophony patterns we did not observe that would correspond to other rankings of these
constraints, such as a speaker who retroflexes before back vowels but not /l/ (*Coda ɻ,
*ɻi, *θɻo > *ɹ, *lˌ > *ɻ). It remains to be seen whether implicational relationships be-
tween contexts (e.g. retroflexion before /i/ implies retroflexion after linguals) would
hold up with a larger data set.
In general, it requires more context-sensitive constraints to express speaker-level
/ɹ/-allophony patterns than to express language-level /l/-allophony patterns. The nine
subjects with categorical /ɹ/-allophony patterns all require between three and five
context-sensitive constraints. So while no subject makes use of all the phonetically mo-
tivated constraints that are observed, using multiple constraints appears to be the rule
rather than the exception for /ɹ/ allophony. This proliferation of constraints is in stark
contrast to /l/-allophony patterns. Of the seventeen languages with variation between
clear and dark allophones of /l/, ten (63%) require only one context-sensitive constraint,
and five (31%) require two constraints. Only one requires three constraints.
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23 These grammars could be augmented further to account for optionality in contexts where speakers
produce both /ɹ/ types, but as it is, it accounts for 98.1% of the data. Most of the remaining 1.9% is due to r08
and r32, who have several contexts with close to 50% tip-up /ɹ/, and r01, whose contexts with infrequent
retroflexion have been counted as retroflex to distinguish them from the contexts with no retroflexion.
speaker(s) constraint ranking
(n = 2) *ɹ *ɻ
r19 *coda ɻ, *[Cor]ɻ, *θɻo > *ɹ > *ɻ
r08 *ɻi, *iɻ, *ɻ[Cor], *ʃɻ, *ɑɻk > *ɹ > *ɻ
r10 *coda ɻ, *ɻi, *ʃɻ, > *ɹ > *ɻ
r04 *coda ɻ, *ɻi, *θɻo > *ɹ > *ɻ
r27 *coda ɻ, *ɻi, *θɻo, *ɑɻl > *ɹ > *ɻ
r32 *coda ɻ, *ɻi, *θɻo, *ʃɻo, *kɻɑ > *ɹ > *ɻ
r17 *coda ɻ, *ɻi, *θɻ, *kɻ > *ɹ, *lˌ > *ɻ
r06 *coda ɻ, *ɻi, *[Ling]ɻ, *#ɻo > *ɹ, *lˌ > *ɻ
r01 *coda ɻ, *ɻi, *[Ling]ɻ, *pɻ > *ɹ, *lˌ > *ɻ
(n = 16) *ɻ > *ɹ
Table 5. /r/ grammars.
language(s) constraint ranking
French, Italian, etc. > *ɫ > *l
Abha Arabic *l(V)Cˁ > *ɫ > *l
Kharia *ul# > *ɫ > *l
Norwegian (some dialects) *coda l ∨ ul# > *ɫ > *l
B.E., Dutch, B.P., Mundari, Taos *coda l > *ɫ > *l
Boumaa Fijian *lu > *ɫ > *l
Assyrian Neo-Aramaic *Cˁl, *lCˁ > *ɫ > *l
Alabama *ulC > *lC > *ɫ > *l
Turkish, Kirghiz *lu, ul > *ɫ > *l
Georgian *lu, *coda l > *ɫ > *l
Jordanian Arabic *ul, *kl, *Cˁl > *ɫ > *l
Buriat *ɫʃ > *l > *ɫ
Scottish English, American English, etc. > *l > *ɫ
Table 6. /l/ grammars.
Furthermore, three of the four languages needing two constraints employ a pair of
mirror-image constraints: Assyrian Neo-Aramaic with *Cˤl and *lCˤ, and Turkish and
Kirghiz with *lu and *ul. If each of these pairs is treated as a single constraint con-
cerned with adjacency but not direction, then Alabama, Georgian, and Jordanian Arabic
are the only languages with /l/-allophony patterns requiring more than one context-
sensitive constraint.
Another difference between /ɹ/ and /l/ allophony concerns the constraints them-
selves: many of the /ɹ/ constraints involve interactions between consonant and vowel
contexts. For example, the effects of coronal consonants and /i/ appear to be multiplica-
tive, and a large number of the constraints needed to describe /ɹ/ allophony refer to par-
ticular consonants and vowels, a type of specificity that is not seen for /l/ allophony.
These differences in complexity mean that /l/-allophony patterns draw upon fewer of
the possible constraints than /ɹ/-allophony patterns do, selecting smaller numbers of
constraints, and apparently preferring broad constraints over specific ones. A bias to-
ward a small number of broad constraints is understandable if we think of the conver-
gence on a community norm as a process of koineization (see e.g. Siegel 1985, Trudgill
1986, Kerswill 2002). That is, going from a diverse set of individual phonetically moti-
vated patterns to a single pattern is a possible outcome of language contact, summarized
by Britain (1997:16):
The dialects which crystallize from contact scenarios are not only ‘mixed,’ incorporating elements from
a number of the ingredient varieties, but are also koinéized; i.e., they contain relatively more unmarked
structures, as well as features which demonstrate a regularization of the dialects in the initial mixture.
Britain (1997) analyzes the development of a Canadian-raising-like [ɑi] ~ [əi] allophony
pattern in the English Fens as a case of koineization. The Fens are the site of massive di-
alect contact on marshland that was reclaimed starting in the seventeenth century. The di-
alects in contact realized /ai/ as [ɑi] or [əi] in what may have seemed like a random
distribution of phonetic realizations. What emerged was an allophonic pattern in which
[əi] occurs before voiceless consonants and [ɑi] occurs elsewhere. Britain (p. 41) attrib-
utes this to second-generation children who ‘rationalize the mixed speech of their parents
and peers’, leading to new linguistic norms for the third generation to follow.
We suggest that /l/ allophony is different from /ɹ/ allophony not just because its per-
ceptibility encourages a single community norm, but also because the process of arriv-
ing at this norm favors patterns statable in terms of a small number of broad constraints.
Idiosyncratic /ɹ/-allophony patterns, by contrast, do not undergo this process and are
free to be complex. This complexity goes hand in hand with speaker-specificity, and the
ability of idiosyncratic sound patterns to be customized to the speaker. It is important to
emphasize that the term ‘koineization’ is typically applied to contact situations where
speakers of distinct but mutually intelligible language varieties find themselves in con-
tact with each other and develop a new contact variety. In applying it to the case of idio-
syncratic and shared phonological patterns, we are suggesting that individuals have the
capacity to learn highly complex phonological patterns, but that familiar language-level
phonological rules are all the result of contact. They are not derived from any one
speaker’s idiosyncratic phonetic motivations, but reflect a compromise. In the tradi-
tional dialect contact setting, the koineization process can be observed and features can
be tracked. It would be difficult to directly observe the simplification process we are
proposing to account for the difference between /ɹ/- and /l/-allophony patterns. /ɹ/ al-
lophony will never undergo anything like koineization because it is not sufficiently de-
tectable to be shared by a community. For more conventional phonological patterns like
the cases of /l/ allophony that we reported, the original koineization-like events would
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likely have occurred at the inception of sound change, which is notoriously difficult to
observe (Weinreich et al. 1968, Janda & Joseph 2003b, Baker et al. 2011). Our best ev-
idence that typical phonological patterns show signs of simplification that is attributa-
ble to being shared by a community is that /ɹ/ allophony reveals what is possible when
phonological patterns are not shared by a community.
Phonological patterns that are shared by communities can also be quite complex, and
Trudgill (2002) has suggested that the maintenance of complex phonological patterns is
facilitated by isolated communities with dense social networks. One such complex pat-
tern is the Philadelphia /æ/-tensing system, where /æ/ is realized as [ɛə] before /m n f θ
s/ and in the words mad, bad, and glad (Labov 1994:Ch. 18). Payne (1976, 1980) ex-
amined the acquisition of this pattern by children growing up in a dialect contact situa-
tion in King of Prussia, a new community outside Philadelphia, and found that children
who arrived before the age of nine were more likely to learn all the details of the pattern
than children who arrived when they were older. Dinkin (2009:153–55) argues that the
spread of the New York City /æ/-tensing pattern favored phonetically natural classes.
What all of these different types of patterns have in common is a phonetically complex
substrate from which less complex phonological patterns are sometimes drawn. An ex-
cellent example of this comes from Gordon’s (2002) study of syllable weight. Languages
with quantity-sensitive stress systems may be sensitive to vowel length as well as to coda
consonants, and different types of consonants contribute more or less to the perception
of weight, with the expectation that sonorants, which are phonetically more vowel-like,
would be more prone to contributing to the weight of a syllable, as compared to obstru-
ents. Gordon showed that languages rarely make distinctions fine enough to include only
certain consonants, even though it would be phonetically sensible to do so. Rather, lan-
guages typically make weight distinctions that either include or exclude consonants. The
choice of whether to include consonants is influenced by the ratio of sonorants to ob-
struents in the language; that is, languages with a greater proportion of sonorant conso-
nants are more likely to be languages in which all consonants contribute to syllable
weight. The preference for simple quantity-sensitivity systems can be interpreted as an
analytic bias (in the terminology of Moreton 2008) that operates on an individual level,
or an emergent consequence of contact between individuals. Either interpretation pre-
dicts a world in which phonological patterns tend to be simpler than their phonetic pre-
cursors. We present the data from individual /ɹ/-allophony patterns as evidence that this
bias is due to contact between individuals and the development of shared phonological
patterns rather than an individual-level bias against complex patterns.
5.3. Speaker-specificity. Another way in which /ɹ/ allophony stands out from other
phonological patterns is its speaker-specificity. We argue that speaker-specificity is per-
mitted because /ɹ/ allophony’s covert nature prevents convergence, but a second question
is why speakers do not independently arrive at the same phonetically motivated patterns
anyway. We appeal to two sources of interspeaker differences to account for this varia-
tion: individual acquisition trajectories and individual articulatory motivations.
Tiede and colleagues (2011) interpreted adults’ abilities to change /ɹ/ strategies in
order to cope with a dental appliance as evidence of articulatory experience gained
during acquisition. Such exploration could be key to understanding the nature of adult
variation. In §3.4, we identified a partial hierarchy of phonological contexts based on
compatibility with retroflexion. One way that hierarchies like this have been dealt with
in the OT literature is with a constraint that ‘floats’ to different points within the hierar-
chy (Nagy & Reynolds 1997). Here this means setting different cut-off points for
bunched and retroflex /ɹ/ at different points in the hierarchy for different speakers. One
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way of arriving at speaker-specific cut-off points within a general hierarchy is by ex-
ploration during acquisition. Learning English /ɹ/ involves learning one or more sets of
lingual and labial gestures that may or may not be stable across phonological contexts.
We can speculate that a child who first succeeds in making an adult-like /ɹ/ in word-
initial prevocalic position could use retroflex /ɹ/, and then may attempt to use the same
strategy in increasingly challenging contexts until eventually either succeeding in all of
them or beginning to use bunched /ɹ/. In this scenario, adult /ɹ/ patterns depend on
where the search starts and at what point (if any) a new strategy is introduced.
Magloughlin (2016) conducted a longitudinal ultrasound study of four speakers of
Canadian English aged three to six, including a set of apparently identical twins who pro-
duced completely different /ɹ/ types. This twin behavior supports the idea that explo-
ration, rather than a deterministic algorithm, drives the development of adult /ɹ/ patterns.
Another child showed a development trajectory that was consistent with her dominant /ɹ/
strategy: at four years, three months she produced adult-like /ɹ/ with a bunched tongue
posture in postvocalic and syllabic contexts, [w]-like /ɹ/ in most prevocalic contexts, and
near-adult-like /ɹ/ in prevocalic contexts following coronal consonants. Magloughlin ob-
serves that the child successfully produced /ɹ/ in contexts where her dominant strategy
(bunched) is most frequent among adults, and that her non-adult-like /ɹ/s were produced
in contexts where many adults produce retroflex /ɹ/. The earliest adult-like prevocalic /ɹ/
occurred after coronal consonants, which may facilitate bunching before a general pre-
vocalic strategy is developed. Six months later this child had developed bunched /ɹ/ in all
contexts, which is the most frequent adult pattern. If she had developed retroflex /ɹ/ in
one of the delayed contexts, there are eight subjects in the current study whose allophonic
patterns she could have matched.
The adult allophony patterns are broadly consistent with a gestural compatibility hier-
archy in which different learners arrive at different cut-off points depending on their ex-
perience exploring the articulatory space in different contexts. This is especially true for
the contexts with the most clear biomechanical bases for particular /ɹ/ strategies: there
are virtually no exceptions to the /i/ → /ɑ/ and coda → onset implicational relationships
for retroflexion. But there are several speaker-specific gaps that seem to reflect speaker-
specific phonetic pressures. The clearest evidence for this comes from the subjects who
retroflex in opposite contexts (illustrated above in Fig. 9): since r17 has an apical /ʃ/, he
apparently learned to produce /ɹ/ with a hierarchy in which /ʃ/ is relatively favorable to
retroflexion. Since r08’s retroflex /ɹ/ has a raised tongue body, she apparently learned to
produce /ɹ/ with a hierarchy in which /k/ is relatively favorable to retroflexion. Impor-
tantly, the articulatory differences that motivate these different phonetic motivations
(apical /ʃ/ and dorsum-raising-retroflex /ɹ/) are observed in contexts other than the ones
where they account for idiosyncratic reversals of the general bunched/retroflex compat-
ibility hierarchy. Learning /ɹ/ strategies is an individual process, and the phonetic back-
drop against which phonological patterns are learned can vary from speaker to speaker.
The broad similarities between subjects are attributable to similar but not identical hier-
archies of gestural compatibility. Consistent articulatory differences in the contexts
where /ɹ/ occurs can lead to speaker-specific differences of a type that is not typically
seen in overt allophony patterns.
In the absence of input motivating a particular allophony pattern, each speaker must
create a new idiosyncratic sound pattern. These patterns resemble each other to the ex-
tent that variants can be produced with a human vocal tract, and they have the same
acoustic result (e.g. low F3). These idiosyncratic sound patterns are the pool of varia-
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tion from which new conventional patterns can be drawn,24 and /ɹ/ allophony is stuck
in this pool. It is stalled at an early stage of its development, with no convergence on a
common pattern and no simplification. Variants of the pattern still tend to be phoneti-
cally natural.
Speaker-specific articulatory needs can be accommodated by idiosyncratic patterns
of /ɹ/ allophony in ways that would not be possible with typical sound patterns. Pierre-
humbert (2001) argues that phonological constraints tend to be as coarse-grained as
they typically are because they have to be stable across speakers with different lexicons
that exhibit different statistical patterns. We can add that phonological constraints that
apply to a community of speakers also need to be coarse-grained in order to be stable
across speakers with idiosyncratic phonetic pressures and acquisition paths. What is
natural for r08 is not natural for r17, and vice versa, and if a community-wide allophony
pattern could emerge, it probably would not reflect any of these individuals’ idiosyn-
crasies, and it could not reflect all of them.
/ɹ/ allophony is different from many other known sound patterns because of its
speaker-specificity and complexity, and these facts, while interesting for /ɹ/’s own sake,
have perhaps more interesting implications for other sound patterns, because the nature
of /ɹ/ provides insight into how phonetic naturalness is involved in phonological pat-
terns, and how naturalness is separate from simplicity. This interpretation supports
the view that phonetically natural sound patterns (and their characteristic properties)
emerge through the conventionalization of phonetic effects (Hyman 1977, Ohala 1981,
1993, Ladefoged 1984, Labov 1994, 2001, Blevins & Garrett 1998, Bybee 1998, Hume
& Johnson 2001, Hale 2003, Janda 2003, Janda & Joseph 2003a, Kiparsky 2003,
Blevins 2004, inter alia). The typical development of phonetically motivated phonolog-
ical patterns involves koineization-like convergence on a relatively simple compromise
pattern that may not be an exact match of any of the input patterns.
6. Conclusions. We have shown that /l/ allophony and /ɹ/ allophony both have an
apparent articulatory basis, and both are mostly phonetically grounded. Importantly, /l/
allophony involves a perceptible difference, but /ɹ/ allophony involves a virtually im-
perceptible difference. We have argued that as a consequence, /l/-allophony patterns are
shared by communities of speakers but /ɹ/-allophony patterns are not. /l/-allophony pat-
terns are also relatively simple in comparison to /ɹ/-allophony patterns.
These results have shown that different sound patterns can emerge in response to the
same phonetic motivation, depending on which variant is ultimately conventionalized,
and that different speakers can have different phonetic motivations, but the norm is
sound patterns that reflect a compromise based on other speakers’ phonetic motivations.
Sound patterns can be simultaneously phonetically natural and complex, and phonetic
naturalness and simplicity can be distinct byproducts of the development of a sound
pattern. We attribute phonetic naturalness to the individual and simplicity to individual-
level contact at or shortly after the inception of sound change, and we hope that future
work will reveal more about the dynamics of the early stages of sound-pattern develop-
ment. This analysis was made possible by tools of laboratory phonology and a frame-
work in which sound patterns are understood as products of the interaction over time of
many different language-internal and language-external factors. We hope that further
empirical investigation into the hidden details of sound patterns, combined with a con-
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24 ‘Sound change is drawn from a pool of synchronic variation’ (Ohala 1989).
sideration of the phonetic, psycholinguistic, and social mechanisms that interact to pro-
duce these patterns, can provide greater insight into where phonological patterns come
from and how they work.
Appendix A: Syllabic /ɹ/
Figure A1 shows the retroflexion rates for syllabic /ɹ/. Seven of the eight subjects who produced any
postvocalic /ɹ/ as retroflex also produced at least some syllabic /ɹ/ (/ɚ/) as retroflex. None of the other subjects
produced any retroflex syllabic /ɹ/. Two subjects (r19 and r08) produce retroflex only before /l/, which raises
the same syllable-structure questions as postvocalic pre-/l/ /ɹ/. r04 retroflexes in a superset of these contexts,
and r27 and r32 retroflex in different subsets.
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Prevocalic /ɹ/: rod rot rock rob wrong
road wrote Rome rope roach
reed reek real ream reap
prop prom prawn frog frost froth
prose probe pro froze fro Froke
preen preach priest freeze free freak
trot trod trawl throb thrall throng
troll trope troe throat throe throve
tree treat trees three threes Threet
crop cross crock Shrop Shrock
crow croak crone shrove Shrow
creek creep creed shriek Shree
Postvocalic /ɹ/: car bar far scar tar
tear year peer near clear
more core door score tore
harp sharp carp scarf arf barf
warp Thorp Morp wharf dwarf morph
tart start part hearth Carth Parth
wart sport port north forth fourth
park shark dark arch March starch
pork fork cork torch porch scorch
Carl gnarl snarl whorl chorl
Syllabic /ɹ/: er purr fur cur sure urp
perp perf turf pert curt shirt
earth Perth firth irk perk Turk
Kirk shirk perch earl pearl furl
curl
Fillers: bag bog cash cash cat catch
chief claim dog fast field fish
goat Jeep lack least mouse pack
page pail pat pop sail seal
shake sheep shop snake sock steal
take tape took
FigureA1. Retroflexion rates for syllabic /ɹ/ (/ɚ/).
Appendix B: Stimuli
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